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Preface

Content-centric networking (CCN) has recently emerged as a network architecture

treating content rather than hosts as a primitive since the majority of Internet

usage has been changed from utilizing channels between end hosts to retrieving and

distributing content. CCN is designed to be layered over any previous Internet

architecture, including Internet Protocol (IP) in order to resolve issues arising

from the incompatibility between the Internet usage and the Internet architecture.

Hence, CCN needs to be established as a network architecture that is general,

practical and versatile in the future Internet as well as IP.

One of key factors to make CCN general, practical and versatile as the future

Internet architecture is confidentiality. CCN is designed to be open as well as IP.

However, a completely open content-centric network is not sufficient for real-world

networking. For instances, since the Internet needed to realize private communi-

cation within a group based on IP as the Internet became large, it is expected

that the same demand in a content-centric network will arise in the future. In

addition, when the popularization of private communication within a group (e.g.,

Yammer, LINE, Google+) in the current Internet is taken into account, it is nec-

essary to realize group-based communication in the future Internet. Specifically,

group-based communication in CCN allows consumers to retrieve content only

from authorized distributors and allows distributors to distribute content only to

authorized consumers, maintaining advantages of CCN in terms of efficiency of

content retrieval and distribution against both a user and a network.

Previous approaches utilize secure functions either at lower or upper layers

without modifying the CCN layer: construction of secure channels between users
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by encrypting packets in a layer upper than CCN, and construction of VPNs in a

layer lower than CCN. The former approach uses public key mechanisms so that

a consumer can control who distributes content and a distributor can control who

retrieves content. The latter approach constructs a closed VPN within a group of

users by logically slicing a backbone network and enables the users belonging to

the group to transmit packets to the other in the VPN.

On the contrary, these approaches have drawbacks in terms of efficiency. The

most serious drawback is that the approaches restrict in-network caching except

for at end hosts or edge routers in CCN. This drawback wipes out in-network

caching, one of the best benefits of CCN. In addition, these approaches disable

either network-level multihoming or multicast in CCN. CCN is designed to be able

to take maximum advantage of multiple simultaneous connectivity (e.g., ethernet,

3G, bluetooth and 802.11). However, since the VPN approach in a layer lower

than CCN cannot make an arbitrary choice between lower protocols, it disables

multihoming. Besides, CCN routers perform the aggregation of requests for the

same content and they multicast the content to all the requesters. However, since

the encryption approach in a layer upper than CCN has to identify who requested

the content, it disables multicasting.

For realizing secure content retrieval and distribution without these drawbacks,

VPNs should be constructed not on a layer lower than CCN but on a CCN layer.

The VPN approach in a CCN layer does not restrict in-network caching and is

independent of both locations and lower connectivities by keeping CCN routing

mechanism. Moreover, the VPN approach in a CCN layer naturally inherits the

advantage of that in a layer lower than CCN.

In this thesis, the author therefore designs and implements virtual-content

centric networking (VCCN), which enables construction of virtual content-centric

networks (VCCN slices) on a content-centric network, for realizing efficient and

secure content retrieval and distribution. VCCN realizes group-based commu-

nication while maintaining in-network caching in CCN. The fundamental idea

of VCCN is to operate a CCN router as logically independent multiple VCCN

router instances by virtualization. Group-based communication is realized by
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building VCCN slices, each of which is composed of multiple VCCN router in-

stances. Through a preliminary performance evaluation of the VCCN implemen-

tation, the author shows that the introduction of VCCN has a positive or negative

impact on CCN performance and that CCN router virtualization in VCCN incurs

a little overhead to CCN in terms of the content delivery time.

However, two issues on efficiency of content retrieval and distribution that

result from introduction of VCCN have not been addressed. The first issue is

to balance the overall network performance and network performance for each

VCCN slice in terms of efficiency of content distribution. The second issue is to

quickly locate relevant parts in distributed content in terms of efficiency of content

retrieval.

For resolving the first issue on efficiency of content distribution in VCCN, the

author analytically and quantitatively investigates a trade-off among the network

fairness for VCCN slices and overall network performance. The author inves-

tigates what resource allocation method provides the best balance between the

network fairness for VCCN slices and overall network performance in conceivable

three allocation methods (i.e., an exclusive method, a shared method and a hy-

brid method). Using several numerical examples, the author shows that when

content request patterns are heterogeneous, a hybrid resource allocation method

will provide the best balance between fairness and overall network performance.

For resolving the second issue on efficiency of content retrieval in VCCN, the

author proposes an application-level approach for improving the efficiency Web

browsing, which is the representative Internet usage in content retrieval of the cur-

rent Internet. The approach called HypErlink Referring Block estimation (HERB)

segments Web pages into blocks and infers the existence and location of all relevant

content on hyperlinked Web pages based on a block-to-block similarity. Through

experiments simulating ordinary Web browsing, the author shows that HERB can

infer blocks relevant to a hyperlink with precision and recall that are as high or

higher than those of existing methods on a block-based Web search. Furthermore,

the two HERB-enabled implementations, namely, a Web proxy and Web browser,

are also designed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Content-centric networking (CCN) has recently emerged as a network architecture

treating content rather than hosts as a primitive since the majority of Internet us-

age has been changed from utilizing channels between end hosts to retrieving and

distributing content [1]. CCN is designed to be layered over any previous Internet

architecture, including Internet Protocol (IP) [2], which is the most general net-

work architecture in the current Internet, in order to resolve issues arising from the

incompatibility between the Internet usage and the Internet architecture. CCN

provides users with efficient content retrieval and distribution by content name

based routing and in-network caching. CCN will be incrementally deployed as

the future Internet architecture because of this advantage suitable for the current

and future Internet usage. Hence, CCN needs to be established as a network ar-

chitecture that is general, practical and versatile in the future Internet as well as

IP.

One of key factors to make CCN general, practical and versatile as the fu-

ture Internet architecture is confidentiality. CCN is designed to be open because

ease of content reuse is one of the greatest advantages of CCN. However, a com-

pletely open content-centric network is not sufficient for real-world networking.

For instance, IP was also designed to be open and this global openness of IP

1



contributed the rapid spread of IP. However, as the Internet became large, the

Internet needed to realize private communication within a group (e.g., commu-

nication within fellow members belonging to a corporation, a organization, or a

community) based on IP. Although this demand was satisfied by a framework for

L3 Provider-Provisioned Virtual Private Networks (PPVPNs), especially L3 PE-

based VPNs [3], it is expected that the same demand in a content-centric network

will arise in the future. In addition, when the popularization of private commu-

nication within a group (e.g., Yammer [4], LINE [5], Google+ [6]) in the current

Internet is taken into account, it is necessary to realize group-based communication

in the future Internet (i.e., a content-centric network). Specifically, group-based

communication in CCN allows consumers to retrieve content only from authorized

distributors and allows distributors to distribute content only to authorized con-

sumers, maintaining advantages of CCN in terms of efficiency of content retrieval

and distribution against both a user and a network.

Previous approaches utilize secure functions either at lower or upper layers

without modifying the CCN layer: construction of secure channels between users

by encrypting packets in a layer upper than CCN, and construction of VPNs [3]

in a layer lower than CCN. The former approach uses public key mechanisms so

that a consumer can control who distributes content and a distributor can control

who retrieves content. The former approach basically works as follows: (1) users

register their own certificates to a trusted mean (e.g., a certificate authority (CA)),

(2) users exchange the certificates through the trusted mean when they want to

communicate with each other, (3) each user obtains a public key of the other from

the exchanged certificate, and (4) each user sends packets encrypted by the public

key or packets encrypted by exchanged common key using the public key to the

other [7–10]. Since encrypted content can be decrypted only by their own secret

key, secure channels between users can be constructed through the above process.

One advantage of the former approach is that private communication with two

users can be realized independent of network architecture in a lower layer without

complicated network configuration [9].

In contrast, the latter approach constructs a closed VPN within a group of
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users by logically slicing a backbone network and enables the users belonging to

the group to transmit packets to the other in the VPN. This famous approach

uses a framework for L3 Provider-Provisioned VPNs (PPVPNs), especially L3

PE-based VPNs [3]. In this framework, edge routers on a network provided by a

service provider include a VPN forwarding instance (VFI) per VPN and each VFI

has the router information base and forwarding information base for a VPN [3].

Packets belonging to a VPN are transmitted between VFIs in the same VPN

through a VPN tunnel, which is a logical link between two edge routers realized

by encapsulating packets according to the backbone network architecture [3]. Only

specific customer edges communicate with the edge routers. VPNs can be con-

structed on IP network or Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) network lower

than CCN by this frame work. Closed content-centric networks can be constructed

by deploying CCN on IP VPN or MPLS VPN [11]. One advantage of the latter

approach is that private communication within a group of users can be realized

without complicated key management even if members of a group increase.

On the contrary, these approaches have drawbacks in terms of efficiency (Ta-

ble 1.1). The most serious drawback is that the approaches restrict in-network

caching except for at end hosts or edge routers in CCN. As shown in Fig. 1.1, the

encryption approach in a layer upper than CCN makes channels between users

confidential and the VPN approach in a layer lower than CCN makes channels

between edge routers confidential. While every CCN router in a content-centric

network has its buffer memory called ContentStore (CS) for later reuse in CCN,

only CSs of edge CCN routers are utilized in these approaches. This drawback

wipes out in-network caching, one of the best benefits of CCN. In addition, these

approaches disable either network-level multihoming or multicast in CCN. CCN

is designed to be able to take maximum advantage of multiple simultaneous con-

nectivity (e.g., ethernet, 3G, bluetooth and 802.11) [1]. However, since the VPN

approach in a layer lower than CCN cannot make an arbitrary choice between

lower protocols, it disables multihoming. Besides, CCN routers perform the ag-

gregation of requests for the same content and they multicast the content to all the

requesters. However, since the encryption approach in a layer upper than CCN
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Table 1.1: Comparison of approaches for realizing group-based communication

in CCN with respect to available mechanisms improving the efficiency of content

retrieval and distribution.

Approach In-network caching Anycast Multihoming Multicast

Encryption approach in

a layer upper than CCN

× ⃝ ⃝ ×

VPN approach in a

layer lower than CCN

× ⃝ × ⃝

Virtual Content Centric

Networking

⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝

has to identify who requested the content, it disables multicasting.

For realizing secure content retrieval and distribution without these drawbacks,

VPNs should be constructed not on a layer lower than CCN but on a CCN layer.

The VPN approach in a CCN layer does not restrict in-network caching and is

independent of both locations and lower connectivities by keeping CCN routing

mechanism (see Fig. 1.1). Moreover, the VPN approach in a CCN layer naturally

inherits the advantage of that in a layer lower than CCN.

1.2 Proposed Solution

The author thinks that confidentiality in CCN should be content-oriented due

to the efficiency of content retrieval and distribution in CCN. The above three

approaches realize user-oriented confidentiality, host-oriented confidentiality and

content-oriented confidentiality, respectively. The encryption approach in a layer

upper than CCN realizes user-oriented confidentiality (see Fig. 1.1 (1)). User-

oriented confidentiality is defined as confidentiality that is achieved by identifying

who retrieves/distributes content. In user-oriented confidentiality, each user au-

thenticates communication partners using his/her certificate of a trust mean. By

specifying trusted communication partners, each user prevents outsiders, which

do not show their own certificates, from obtaining confidential content or dis-
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tributing malicious content. On the contrary, content retrieval and distribution

in user-oriented confidentiality is limited to communication between specific two

users since a user gives his/her confidence to each user. The VPN approach in a

layer lower than CCN realizes host-oriented confidentiality (see Fig. 1.1 (2)). Host-

oriented confidentiality is defined as confidentiality that is achieved by identifying

which host sends packets. In host-oriented confidentiality, a network provider

authenticates hosts, which request/respond packets, in provider edges. By mak-

ing users retrieve/distribute content through specific customer edges, a network

provider prevents outsiders, who cannot use the customer edges, from obtaining

confidential content or distributing malicious content. On the contrary, content

retrieval and distribution in host-oriented confidentiality is limited to communi-

cation between specific two hosts. Finally, the VPN approach in a CCN layer

realizes content-oriented confidentiality (see Fig. 1.1 (3)). Content-oriented confi-

dentiality is defined as confidentiality that is achieved by identifying what is re-

trieved/distributed. In content-oriented confidentiality, a network provider checks

what users retrieve/distribute in provider edges. By making users show the rights

to access the content, a network provider prevents outsiders, who do not have the

rights, from obtaining confidential content or distributing malicious content. Since

the rights are associated with not users but content, content retrieval and distri-

bution in content-oriented confidentiality can aggregate connections with multiple

users who have the rights. This characteristic makes it possible to maintain mech-

anisms (e.g., in-network caching and multicast) to improve the efficiency of content

retrieval and distribution in CCN.

In this thesis, the author therefore proposes virtual-content centric networking

(VCCN), which enables construction of virtual content-centric networks (VCCN

slices) on a content-centric network, for realizing efficient and secure content

retrieval and distribution. VCCN realizes content-oriented confidentiality (see

Fig. 1.1 (3)). In VCCN, edge routers in VCCN slices identify users and pre-

vents unauthorized users from retrieving/distributing any content through the

VCCN slice. In a VCCN slice, packet routing is based on content identifiers

rather than neither user identifiers nor host identifiers. Namely, even if group-
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based communication in CCN is realized, content retrieval and distribution in an

inner network is performed in content-oriented form. Thus, users, which com-

municate through VCCN slices, cannot check who retrieves/distributes content,

unlike previous approaches that realize either user-oriented or host-oriented confi-

dentiality. The users are only guaranteed that content consumers/distributors are

someone belonging to the same group by edge routers. However, VCCN intactly

utilizes mechanisms improving the efficiency of content retrieval and distribution

by maintaining content name based routing. Hence, VCCN realizes group-based

communication while maintaining the efficiency of content retrieval and distribu-

tion in CCN. Moreover, VCCN provides dynamics in creating groups and changing

users in the group, which is one of the important requirements to private com-

munication, as users are identified personally rather than by the host on which

they reside by SNS cooperative user/group identification. This has the advan-

tage of preserving the location-independence of CCN since users can retrieve and

distribute content through VCCN slices independently of hosts.

However, two issues on efficiency that result from introduction of VCCN in

terms of content retrieval and distribution have not been addressed. The first issue

is to balance the overall network performance and network performance for each

VCCN slice in terms of efficiency of content distribution. Although the efficiency

of content distribution (i.e., the efficiency of in-network caching in CCN) depends

strongly on how a CCN router allocates its CS to VCCN router instances of which

a VCCN slice is composed, a trade-off among the network fairness for VCCN slices

and overall network performance is left out of consideration. The second issue is

to quickly locate relevant parts in the content in terms of efficiency of content

retrieval. Although the efficiency of content retrieval depends not only on how

distributors quickly send contents to consumers but also on how consumers quickly

locate relevant parts in the contents, the latter case is left out of consideration.

For resolving the first issue on efficiency of content distribution in VCCN, the

author analytically and quantitatively investigates a trade-off among the network

fairness for VCCN slices and overall network performance, which results from

introduction of VCCN. When multiple VCCN slices are constructed, the perfor-
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mance of each VCCN slice and that of the entire network are strongly affected

by the CCN routers’ CS allocation to VCCN router instances in VCCN slices.

Several previous studies have shown clearly that, in CCN, the effectiveness of con-

tent caching depends strongly on the content request pattern experienced by the

CS of a CCN router [12–14]. Hence, the performance of each VCCN slice and

that of the entire network depend strongly on how a CCN router allocates its

CS to VCCN router instances on VCCN slices that have different content request

patterns. Three types of methods of allocating CS resources to VCCN router

instances are conceivable : an exclusive method, a shared method and a hybrid

method. In the exclusive method, each VCCN router instance within a CCN

router monopolizes a given part of its CS. In the shared method, all VCCN router

instances within a CCN router use its entire CS jointly. In the hybrid method,

several VCCN router instances within a CCN router are assigned their own parts

of its CS and other instances jointly use the remaining CS. The author investigates

what resource allocation method provides the best balance between the network

fairness for VCCN slices and overall network performance.

For resolving the second issue on efficiency of content retrieval in VCCN, the

author proposes an generic approach to improve the efficiency of content retrieval

in the form of Web browsing, which is the representative Internet usage in content

retrieval of the current Internet. Lazonder et al. [15] showed that even users

experienced at Web browsing spend almost the same amount of time as novices to

locate sought-after information on specific Web sites (i.e., to browse related Web

pages one-by-one simply by following hyperlinks). Conversely, Lazonder et al.

also showed that the experienced users take on average one-third of the time that

novices do to locate Web sites containing sought-after information using search

engines. In Web browsing, both experienced and novice users must look through all

the content of a destination Web page to determine whether it contains the sought-

after information, resulting in the comparable Web browsing performance between

them [15]. Therefore, it is more important to quickly locate all relevant content on

destination Web pages for improving the efficiency of Web browsing. The author

proposes the approach to quickly locate all relevant content on destination Web
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pages after users click hyperlinks.

The main contributions of this thesis are the following. First, the author

presents a general and practical network architecture (VCCN) for realizing group-

based communication on a content-centric network. In VCCN, who retrieves

content and who distributes the content are controled and content-centric pri-

vate communication within a group is realized. Moreover, VCCN adapts to the

change in a group and remains the advantages of CCN (i.e., availability, location-

independence) by adopting the VPN approach in a CCN layer. Second, through

several numerical examples, the author shows that when content request patterns

are heterogeneous, a hybrid resource allocation method will provide the best bal-

ance between network fairness for VCCN slices and overall network performance.

Although previous studies showed that an exclusive method is preferable for im-

proving network fairness for applications or services [16, 17], the author shows

that an exclusive method cannot keep up with the change of CS size required for

each VCCN router instance and the fairness is degraded as the difference between

the content popularity slopes increases. The author shows that a hybrid method,

which assigns a part of the CS to a VCCN slice with low content popularity

slope and low content request ratio, is preferable for improving network fairness

for VCCN slices and is secondly preferable for maximizing the overall network

performance. Third, the author presents an application-level approach (HERB)

to identify all relevant fine-grained relevant blocks in destination Web pages, and

HERB-enabled Web navigation system for improving the efficiency Web browsing.

HERB enables users to quickly locate all fine-grained content in destination Web

pages irrespective of the capability of Web browsing devices. Hence, using HERB

improves the efficiency of content retrieval in VCCN from not only distributor but

also user standpoints.

1.3 Outline of Thesis

The structure of this thesis is as follows.

In Chapter 2, the author designs and implements Virtual Content-Centric

Networking (VCCN) for realizing secure content retrieval and distribution. VCCN
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enables group-based communication on a content-centric network. The fundamen-

tal idea of VCCN is to operate a CCN router as logically independent multiple

VCCN router instances by virtualization. Group-based communication is realized

by building VCCN slices, each of which is composed of multiple VCCN router in-

stances. In VCCN, a user communicates through an edge router that identifies the

user and the relevant group memberships based on SNS cooperative user/group

identification. Hence, an outsider cannot request any content of a group through

VCCN. Through a preliminary performance evaluation of the VCCN implementa-

tion, the author shows that the introduction of VCCN has a positive or negative

impact on CCN performance and that CCN router virtualization in VCCN incurs

a little overhead to CCN in terms of the content delivery time. Precisely speaking,

the overhead is defined as both allocation packets to VCCN slices and routing of

packets on VCCN slices.

In Chapter 3, the author analyzes the performance of VCCN under heteroge-

neous content request patterns in VCCN slices. Specifically, the author analyti-

cally investigates the effect of CS allocation methods (i.e., an exclusive method, a

shared method and a hybrid method) and content request patterns in VCCN slices

in terms of the network fairness for VCCN slices and overall network performance.

Previous studies of the effects of content caching on content-centric networks have

focused only on the exclusive and shared methods [16–19]. However, when content

request patterns are heterogeneous, these two methods can barely maintain a bal-

ance between network fairness for VCCN slices and overall network performance.

Hence, the author conjectured that a hybrid method, which has the characteris-

tics of both the exclusive and shared approaches, might be a useful CS allocation

method on a content-centric network in which there are multiple content request

patterns in VCCN slices. Using several numerical examples, the author shows

that when content request patterns are heterogeneous, a hybrid resource alloca-

tion method will provide the best balance between fairness and overall network

performance.

In Chapter 4, we presents an application-level approach for improving the

efficiency Web browsing in the current Internet. The approach called HypErlink
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Referring Block estimation (HERB) segments Web pages into blocks and infers the

existence and location of all relevant content on hyperlinked Web pages based on

a block-to-block similarity. Through experiments simulating ordinary Web brows-

ing, the effectiveness of HERB is quantitatively investigated. The experiment

results show that HERB can infer blocks relevant to a hyperlink with approxi-

mately 65% precision and 70% recall. These precision and recall are as high or

higher than those of existing methods on a block-based Web search. Hence, the

experiment results indicate that inference of relevant blocks by HERB will assist

a user to search through relevant content of destination Web pages. Furthermore,

the two HERB-enabled implementations, namely, a Web proxy and Web browser,

are also designed.

Finally, Chapter 5 concludes this thesis and discusses future works.
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Figure 1.1: Comparison of approaches to realize secure content retrieval and dis-

tribution on a content-centric network.
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Chapter 2

Virtual Content-Centric

Networking

2.1 Introduction

Data-centric networking, which takes named data rather than hosts as being con-

nected via the network as its central abstraction, has recently been gaining atten-

tion [20–23].

A representative design for data-centric networking is Content-Centric Net-

working (CCN) [1, 24], in which routers forward packets based on unique content

identifiers. CCN adopts a request-and-response communication model. A request

packet from a user, called an Interest packet, is routed between CCN routers ac-

cording to the longest prefix matching the requesting content identifier. If the

Interest packet is successfully delivered to the source, the content packet, called a

Data packet, is sent back to the user by traversing the path of the Interest packet in

reverse. CCN routers cache forwarded content in a buffer memory called the con-

tents store (CS) for later reuse. When a CCN router receives an Interest packet

for cached content, it returns the cached content as a Data packet so that the

amount of traffic transferred over the network can be reduced.

Because ease of data reuse is one of the greatest advantages of data-centric

networking [1], CCN is basically designed to be open: any user requesting some
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content by specifying its identifier will receive it. CCN assumes that the primary

means of controlling access to content is encryption in a layer higher than CCN [1,

25].

However, for real-world networking, a completely open data-centric network

is not sufficient. For example, it is expected that security threats that abuse

the global openness, such as spamming and phishing, will become more frequent

on data-centric networks. However, advanced security measures to solve these

problems may reduce the convenience of networks in many cases.

In this chaper, the author focuses on private communication within a closed

group of users where only specific users can access content. In such group-based

communication the above security issues are minimized.

The author proposes Virtual Content-Centric Networking (VCCN), which re-

alizes group-based communication on a content-centric network. In VCCN every

user can freely and dynamically create and change groups, as users are identified

personally rather than by the host on which they reside. This has the advantage

of preserving the location-independence of CCN [1].

The fundamental idea of VCCN is to operate a CCN router as logically in-

dependent multiple VCCN router instances by virtualization. Group-based com-

munication is realized by building virtual content-centric networks (VCCN slices),

each of which is composed of multiple VCCN router instances. In VCCN, a user

communicates through an edge router that identifies the user and the relevant

group memberships.

The main contributions of this chapter are the following. First, the author

presents a general and practical network architecture (VCCN) for constructing

virtual private networks on a content-centric network by CCN router virtualiza-

tion. Second, the author shows that CCN router virtualization in VCCN incurs

a little overhead to CCN in terms of the content delivery time, through a prelim-

inary performance evaluation of our VCCN implementation. Precisely speaking,

the overhead is defined as both allocation packets to VCCN slices and routing of

packets on VCCN slices.

The organization of this chapter is as follows. Section 2.2 contains a summary
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of related work. In Section 2.3 the author gives an overview of VCCN and its

four building blocks. In Section 2.4, the author describes our VCCN implementa-

tion and the results of a preliminary performance evaluation. In Section 2.5, the

author discusses open research issues in VCCN network construction. Finally, in

Section 2.6 the author gives our conclusions.

2.2 Related Work

One attempt to realize group-based communication on data-centric networks is

the Virtual Private Community (VPC) service [7,8]. VPC is a CCN-based service

architecture designed to share content among users of a community. In VPC, a

virtual private community is built hierarchically from three types of members:

creator, owners, and members. If a user is invited by the creator or owner of a

virtual private community, the user can join the community and share content

with its members. VPC realizes group-based communication in a content-centric

network, but controlling access to content among the users is done simply by

content encryption in a layer higher than CCN.

The VCCN design proposed in this chapter was inspired by the Virtual Data-

Oriented Network Architecture (VDONA) [26]. VDONA extends flat content

identifiers in DONA by embedding group identifiers in the content identifiers, and

changes the name resolution process in DONA into the two-stage (i.e., group and

content) name resolution process. In VDONA, none but authorized users can

resolve the group names. Thus, VDONA realizes group-based communication on

data-centric-networks by closing the name resolution process. VCCN is similar to

VDONA in the sense that a name space is split into multiple subspaces for enabling

group-based communication. VCCN is, however, different from VDONA in terms

of how a router is virtualized and how packet transport between virtualized routers

is accomplished. In VCCN, content name based routing is performed, unlike

VDONA. VCCN enables intact utilization of mechanisms improving the efficiency

of content retrieval and distribution in CCN (e.g., multicast) by closing not only

the name resolution process but also the packet transport process.
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Figure 2.1: Example of VCCN slices built on a content-centric network; two logi-

cally independent VCCN slices X and Y are built on the network of seven CCN

routers, A through G.

2.3 Virtual Content-Centric Networking (VCCN)

2.3.1 Overview

In VCCN, several VCCN router instances are created on a CCN router and a

network is built by logically connecting VCCN router instances. An example of

such a VCCN slice is shown in Fig. 2.1. Users are allowed to send Interest packets

to VCCN slices that they belong to, and they can receive Data packets only from

those networks. An Interest packet is routed within the VCCN slice by the logically

connected VCCN router instances. If the Interest packet is successfully delivered,

the corresponding Data packet is sent back to the user within the VCCN slice by

traversing the path of the Interest packet in reverse.

The four building blocks of VCCN are as follows:

• Extension of the content identifier, which enables a virtualized CCN

router to identify the VCCN slice to which every Interest/Data packet be-

longs.

• CCN router virtualization, which makes it possible to operate a single

CCN router as multiple VCCN router instances.

• Packet transport between virtualized CCN routers, which enables

packet delivery between virtualized CCN routers (i.e., CCN routers run-
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ning VCCN router instances) which are not adjacent in the content-centric

network.

• SNS cooperative user/group identification, which enables virtualized

CCN routers to identify the sender and the receiver of Interest and Data

packets for realizing group-based communication.

The first three building blocks—extension of the content identifier, CCN router vir-

tualization, and packet transport between virtualized CCN routers—realize traffic

separation for VCCN slices. The last building block, SNS cooperative user/group

identification, prevents injection of unauthorized traffic into a VCCN slice by an

outsider.

In the following, the author describes these building blocks in more detail.

2.3.2 Extension of the Content Identifier

Content identifiers in CCN are extended to enable a virtualized CCN router to

identify the VCCN slice to which every Interest/Data packet belongs. Specifically,

a VCCN identifier is embedded in a content identifier. Since content identifiers

are variable-length bit strings, a VCCN identifier can be embedded in a content

identifier in various ways.

An example of embedding a VCCN identifier in a content identifier is illustrated

in Fig. 2.2. In this case, components of the content identifier are separated by slash

delimiters. The first two components are used as the VCCN declaration and the

VCCN identifier. Specifically, if the first component in a content identifier is

VCCN_ID, a virtualized CCN router regards the packet as belonging to a VCCN

slice and treats the second component as a VCCN identifier. If the first component

is not VCCN_ID, the content identifier is interpreted as a standard CCN content

identifier. Such a simple extension of the content identifier enables the isolation

of name spaces, one of which is assigned to every VCCN slice.
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/ VCCN_ID / groupX / x.com / videos / a.mpg / _v<timestamp> / _s3   
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Figure 2.2: Example of an extended content identifier; the first two components

are used as the VCCN declaration and the VCCN identifier.
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Figure 2.3: A virtualized CCN router; it is composed of a demultiplexer, VCCN

router instances, and multiplexers.

2.3.3 CCN Router Virtualization

CCN router virtualization can be easily realized by switching three data structures

used for packet routing in CCN: the forwarding information base (FIB), CS, and

pending interest table (PIT) [1]. A CCN router can be equipped with multiple

FIBs, CSs, and PITs and one of each of these tables is assigned to each VCCN

slice. The CCN router selects an appropriate set of FIB, CS, and PIT according

to the VCCN identifier embedded in a content identifier.

A virtualized CCN router is composed of a demultiplexer, VCCN router in-

stances, and multiplexers (see Fig. 2.3). The author explains the operations of the

demultiplexer, VCCN router instances, and multiplexers by describing the flow of

packet processing.

An Interest/Data packet arriving at a face of a CCN router is first passed to
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the demultiplexer. The demultiplexer tries to extract a VCCN identifier embedded

in the content identifier of the packet. If the VCCN identifier can be extracted,

the demultiplexer checks whether a VCCN router instance corresponding to the

VCCN identifier exists in the CCN router. If the VCCN router instance exists,

the packet is passed to that instance. If the VCCN identifier cannot be extracted

from the content identifier or the VCCN router instance does not exist, the packet

is passed to the default router, which routes and forwards packets as an ordinary

CCN router.

A VCCN table manages the correspondence between a VCCN identifier and a

VCCN router instance. Each entry of a VCCN table is a pair of a VCCN identifier

and an identifier of the corresponding VCCN router instance.

A VCCN router instance routes packets received from the demultiplexer using

its own data structures (i.e., FIB, CS, and PIT), and it determines one or more

faces through which to send the packet out. Note that the VCCN router instance

uses the remainder of the content identifier (i.e., a content identifier in a VCCN

slice) rather than the entire content identifier. Finally, the CCN router emits the

packet from one or more faces through multiplexers, which are responsible for

realizing packet transport between virtualized CCN routers.

2.3.4 Packet Transport between Virtualized CCN Routers

A multiplexer emits the packet received from a VCCN router instance through

faces of the virtualized CCN router. The multiplexer enables packet transport

between virtualized CCN routers, which are commonly not adjacent in the content-

centric network.

VCCN supports the following three types of packet transport between virtu-

alized CCN routers.

• Packet transport in a lower layer

The simplest and the most efficient approach is to use a protocol layer lower

than CCN if that layer supports any-to-any communication (Fig. 2.4). CCN

can operate on variety of lower layer protocols such as IP, UDP, TCP, broad-

cast communication, Ethernet, and P2P [27].
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Figure 2.4: Packet transport in a lower layer; if a lower layer protocol supports

communication between an arbitrary pair of nodes (e.g., IP, UDP, TCP, and broad-

cast communication), any pair of CCN routers can communicate using the lower

layer protocol.

If a lower layer protocol supports communication between an arbitrary pair

of nodes (e.g., IP, UDP, TCP, and broadcast communication), any pair of

CCN routers can communicate using the lower layer protocol. Hence, packet

transport between virtualized CCN routers can be easily realized.

• Flooding in the CCN layer

If any-to-any communication is not supported in a lower layer protocol,

then a simple approach is to flood the CCN layer (Fig. 2.5). In CCN,

duplicate Interest packets are simply discarded. Hence, flooding can be

realized simply by duplicating Interest packets and sending them through

all faces of every CCN router. However, flooding is not efficient and might

result in an excessive amount of traffic in a content-centric network. So

flooding should not be permitted, especially when VCCN slices are sparsely

constructed.

• Tunneling in CCN layer

A complicated but more efficient approach than flooding is to tunnel packets

through intermediate CCN routers. Even when any-to-any communication

is not supported in a lower layer protocol than CCN and inefficiency caused
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Figure 2.5: Flooding in the CCN layer; in CCN, flooding can be realized simply

by duplicating Interest packets and sending them through all faces of every CCN

router.

by the flooding in CCN layer is not acceptable, tunneling in CCN layer can

transport packets between virtualized CCN routers (Fig. 2.6).

Since CCN is not a host-centric network architecture, tunneling in the CCN

layer cannot be realized by a simple approach like IP-in-IP [28]. However,

tunneling in the CCN layer is still realizable with source routing [2].

In CCN, a Data packet is sent back to the user by traversing the path of

the Interest packet in reverse. Such path symmetry for Interest and Data

packets is realized using the PIT as bread crumbs [1]. Hence, if a list of faces

through which a packet should traverse is specified in any way, the locus of

the packet can be controlled.

Based on this idea, Interest/Data packet headers are extended to store source

routing options for realizing the tunneling in the CCN layer. Like the source

routing option in IP [2], a CCN router forwards the packet to the face written

at the head of the source route. Specifically, a multiplexer provides list of

faces that the packet should traverse as a source routing option in the packet

header. If a source routing option is specified in a packet, the demultiplexer

in each CCN router pops the face from the head of the list, and transfers

the packet through that face.
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CCN router forwards the packet to the face listed at the head of the source route.

2.3.5 SNS Cooperative User/Group Identification

Social Networking Services (SNSs) such as Facebook and Google+ have become

increasingly popular in the last decade. In those SNSs, users can dynamically

create and modify groups, each of which generally corresponds to a set of friends

and colleagues.

In VCCN, to significantly simplify user/group management, virtualized CCN

routers utilize user/group information registered in an SNS for authenticating

senders and receivers of Interest and Data packets. That is, VCCN and SNS work

cooperatively to realize group-based communication. The author believes such a

cross-layer cooperation between the network layer (i.e., VCCN) and the application

layer (i.e., SNS) should dramatically ease the realization and management of user-

aware communication services, such as group-based communication. Note that a

similar idea has been proposed in SocialVPN [9].

In SNS cooperative user/group identification, virtualized CCN routers at the

edge of a VCCN slice identify whether a user is allowed to access that VCCN slice.

Access to a VCCN slice is checked only at these edge routers; once an Interest

packet has been forwarded, the downstream virtualized CCN routers do not care

about the source of the Interest packet.

Basically, every router at the edge of a VCCN slice is also a proxy for an SNS
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Figure 2.7: Sequence diagram for requesting content in VCCN.

authentication service (see Fig. 2.7). When users want to access a VCCN slice,

they communicate with a router at the edge of the VCCN slice and sends their

identification information (e.g., username and password in an SNS). The router

forwards the identification to the SNS server to check its validity and determine

whether the user belongs to the group corresponding to the VCCN slice. The

user is allowed to send or receive packets only when both of these conditions are

satisfied.

When a content is registered to a VCCN slice, every router at the edge of the

VCCN slice is a proxy to a SNS authentication service, too (see Fig. 2.8). A repos-

itory communicates with a router at the edge of the VCCN slice before content

registration. The repository sends its identification information (e.g., repository

name and password in an SNS). As with access to a VCCN slice, the router for-

wards the identification to the SNS server, and checks to see whether the repository

identification is valid and whether the repository belongs to the group correspond-

ing the VCCN slice. When both conditions are satisfied, the router returns the

VCCN identifier of the group to the repository. The repository embeds the received

VCCN identifier in a content identifier and registers the content. The repository

then performs the Register operation [1] in order to advertise the prefix of the

registered content to VCCN routers on the VCCN slice. In a Register operation,
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Figure 2.8: Sequence diagram when registering a content in VCCN.

the repository forwards its identification information and an Interest packet to

advertise the prefix to the router at the edge of the VCCN slice. The repository

is allowed to advertise the registered prefixes to routers in the VCCN slice only if

both identification checks are successful again.

Although such cross-layer cooperation may debase the performance of a VCCN

slice, there are some remedies. For example, after the diffusion of CCN an edge

router will be able to communicate with an SNS server, using CCN rather than

through an application layer protocol (e.g., HTTP). Moreover, since a CCN router

can cache content in its CS, the CCN router can reuse the group information that

it has received from an SNS server. Hence, requests for the group information

in the procedures of content request and registration can be skipped and these

procedures will be simpler than what was estimated.
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2.4 Implementation and Evaluation

2.4.1 VCCN Implementation

The author implemented VCCN’s basic features by extending the CCNx soft-

ware [24], an open-source implementation of the CCN protocol. Our VCCN imple-

mentation is realized as wrapper programs for CCNx commands (e.g., ccndstart,

ccndstop, ccndc, ccndgetfile, ccndputfile), and proxy software for SNS co-

operative user/group identification. Our VCCN implementation allows users to

initiate and terminate VCCN router instances, connect arbitrary VCCN router

instances, and register and fetch content in a VCCN slice.

Our VCCN implementation realizes traffic separation for VCCN slices in the

following way. An edge router of a VCCN slice embeds a user’s VCCN identifier

in the content identifier immediately after the user requests some content through

the wrapper programs. In our VCCN implementation, a CCN router is virtualized

by logically splitting the FIB for each VCCN slice: specifically, every FIB entry is

tagged with a VCCN identifier. For simplicity, the CS and PIT are shared among

all VCCN slices. Packet transport between virtualized CCN routers is realized

with a lower layer protocol (UDP).

The author prevents the injection of unauthorized traffic from a user using

Facebook’s authentication mechanism. When a user/repository accesses a VCCN

slice, an edge router with the proxy software checks for the relevant authorization

using the provided identification information and an access token. Specifically,

the edge router uses the Graph API of Facebook [29] to perform user/group iden-

tification. The Graph API can acquire a user’s information from Facebook using

an access token that is created at the time of the user’s login (Fig.2.9). In the

implemented identification, when a user/repository accesses to a VCCN slice, the

user/repository passes an access token and a group name to the edge router of

the VCCN slice. The edge router makes identification by checking whether there

is the specified group in the group list to which the user/repository belongs ob-

tained through Graph API. If the user/repository belongs to the specified group,

the edge router replaces the group name with the identifier managed by Facebook
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Figure 2.9: Example of creating a group; four members are registered with the

data-centric networking group on Facebook and every registered member can take

part in group-based communication.

and embeds that group identifier in a content identifier. The edge router then

looks up the FIB corresponding to the group and forwards the extended Interest

packet to relay routers.

In our VCCN implementation, an outsider cannot request any content of a

group through VCCN. In particular, our VCCN implementation can discard sev-

eral types of illegal Interest packets: (1) an Interest packet that a user who does

not belong to any group requests through VCCN; (2) an Interest packet that a user

belonging to another group requests through VCCN; and (3) an Interest packet

that a user belonging to the group requests through CCN. Fig. 2.10 shows the

processes for discarding these three types of packet. In case (1), an edge router

judges the user to be unauthorized and discards the Interest packet during SNS

cooperative user/group identification. In case (2), an edge router does not discard

the Interest packet during SNS cooperative user/group identification. However,

one of relay routers misses the longest-prefix matching of the Interest packet and

discards it because it is transported in the VCCN slice of a different group. In case

(3), an edge router does not discard the Interest packet during SNS cooperative

user/group identification. However, one of relay routers misses the longest-prefix

matching of the Interest packet and discards it because it is not correctly extended

based on a group identifier and is being transported in a global content-centric
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network.

2.4.2 Performance Evaluation of the VCCN Implementation

The author conducted preliminary performance evaluations of our VCCN imple-

mentation. In the first experiment, content delivery delays in our VCCN im-

plementation and the original CCNx are compared. In the second experiment,

the author evaluates overhead of the CCN router virtualization using our VCCN

implementation.

For the first experiment, the author used the network topology shown in

Fig. 2.11—four CCN routers are connected, and two VCCN slices X and Y are

built.

In the CCNx setup, 100 items of size 10 [Kbyte] are stored in CCN router A,

and CCN router D randomly requests one of those items 3,000 times. Note that

the hop count from the source (CCN router A) to the user (CCN router D) is

always one.

In the VCCN setup, 50 items of size 10 [Kbyte] are stored in each of VCCN

router instances AX and AY . VCCN router instances DX and DY randomly

request one of those items in their VCCN slice 3,000 times. Note that the average
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Figure 2.11: Network topology used in the CNNx/VCCN comparison; four CCN

routers are connected and two VCCN slices, X and Y , are created.

hop count from the source (CCN router A) to the user (CCN router D) is 1.5 (i.e.,

one hop in VCCN slice Y and two hops in VCCN slice X).

The communication delays of all links are identically set to 100 [ms] using

network emulators. The size of the CS (CCND CAP ) is set to 100 in all CCN

routers except CCN routers A and D, whose packet caching is disabled. The

author measured the content delivery delay disregarding the delays caused by

identification processing.

Figure 2.12 shows the CDF (Cumulative Distribution Function) of content

delivery delays in our VCCN implementation and in the original CCNx. Somewhat

surprisingly, the content delivery delays in VCCN and CCNx are comparable even

though VCCN has a larger hop count between the source and the consumer than

CCNx: the average content delays were 2.79 [s] in VCCN and 2.53 [s] in CCNx.

This similarity can be explained by the effect of content caching in CCN routers:

CCNx utilizes the CS only in CCN router B, but VCCN utilizes the CSs in routers

B and C. For instance, in our experiment, the average cache hit rate of CCN

routers with VCCN was 51.8% whereas that without VCCN was 44.9%. VCCN

router instances are dispersed in the network, so that VCCN can effectively utilize,

at least in this experiment, the content stores in CCN routers.

It should be noted that efficiency of VCCN relies significantly on several fac-

tors, such as the CCN and VCCN network topologies, so the author does not claim

that VCCN is more efficient than CCN. Instead, the author just addressed the
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Figure 2.12: CDFs for content delivery delay when content is requested through

a content-centric network and the VCCN slices.

question of whether the introduction of VCCN has a positive or negative impact on

CCN performance. The author is planning to conduct more detailed experiments.

Secondly, since it is expected that the performance of VCCN slices will be

debased by CCN router virtualization, the author evaluated overhead of the CCN

router virtualization using our VCCN implementation. The author chooses to two

types of metrics in affecting the overhead: content request rate and the number

of VCCN slices. In the experiment, the result of setting the number of content

items, which are stored in CCN router A or VCCN router instances AX and AY ,

to 10,000 and setting CCND CAP to 1,000 were investigated.

Fig. 2.13 shows average content delivery delays against content request rate.

This figure indicates that there is almost no change in average content delivery

delay until the request rate reaches 8 [request/s]. Moreover, this figure indicates

that CCN router virtualization does not affect the performance of a VCCN slice

because the average content delivery delays in our VCCN implementation and in

CCNx both increase at a rate of 8 [request/s].

Next the author considered how average content delivery delays vary with the

number of VCCN slices in a content-centric network. When increasing the number

of VCCN slices, the number of content items in the content-centric network is fixed

and equal numbers of topologies X and Y for the VCCN slices are constructed.
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Figure 2.13: Average content delivery delays against content request rate.

For example, when the number of VCCN slices is 10, there are five X and five

Y VCCN network topologies. In this experiment, the content request rate is

set to 2 [request/s]. Fig. 2.14 indicates that the performance of virtualized CCN

routers is not debased even if the number of VCCN slices is substantially increased.

Moreover, the fact that the average content delivery delays are maintained does

not depend on the network topology. The experiment results show that CCN

router virtualization in VCCN incurs a little overhead to CCN in terms of the

network performance.

2.5 Open Issues

In this section, the author discusses open research issues of VCCN slice con-

struction based on knowledge acquired by designing, implementing and evaluating

VCCN slices.

2.5.1 CCN Router Resource Management

One important issue for virtualizing a content-centric network is how resources

(i.e., the FIB, CS, and PIT) of a CCN router are allocated to each VCCN router.

Since a CCN router uses the three structures for routing a packet, the allocation

of these resources affects the performance, confidentiality and robustness of a
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in a content-centric network.

network.

In content-centric network virtualization, the author will have to focus on the

trade-off between overall performance and fairness. Sharing the resources of a

CCN router among groups/applications is better than allocating the resources to

each group/application in order to maximize overall network performance [17,18].

On the other hand, sharing the resources of a CCN router among groups may

cause unfairness between groups. For instance, if the CS of a physical CCN router

is shared between VCCN routers and the traffic of a certain group is especially

large, the CS can be effectively occupied by the VCCN router of that group [17].

Then, while network performance for the group, whose VCCN router occupied

the CS, may be very high, network performance for the other groups will be low.

In a similar way, if the PIT is monopolized by a certain group, users of the other

groups will not be able to communicate. This also means that, if a malicious user

can gain access to any VCCN slice, that user can obstruct another VCCN slice by

interest flooding [30].

To prevent resource occupation of a CCN network and improve overall network

performance, the author should design a method to allocate the resources of a

physical CCN router to each group. Some related methods have been proposed [16,

18] and our research group is planning to investigate analytically the effect of CS
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allocation methods and content request patterns in VCCN slices on the average

content delivery time of each separate VCCN slice and the entire network.

In regard to this issue, in the next chapter, the author analytically investigates

the effect of CS allocation methods and content request patterns in VCCN slices

in terms of the network fairness for VCCN slices and overall network performance.

2.5.2 VCCN Slice Mapping

The virtual network mapping/embedding problem, which means mapping virtual

routers and links to specific nodes and links in the substrate network, has been

investigated in previous studies of virtualization [31–33]. Since this mapping is an

NP-hard problem, heuristics for providing efficient performance were proposed in

these studies.

In content-centric network virtualization, existing virtual network mapping

methods may not be applicable because these methods do not take data reuse

into account. Mapping VCCN slices influences the effect of caching as well as

performance and traffic. For example, in the experiment of Section 2.4, the content

delivery delays in VCCN and CCNx are comparable due to a change of caching

effect, despite the mapping increasing the average hop count from the user to the

source. Furthermore, the efficiency of caching and network performance may be

increased by increasing the number of relay VCCN routers in a VCCN slice. It is

desirable to study this problem, taking the effect of caching into account.

2.5.3 Reliability

Although VCCN is a general and practical network architecture, there are some

improvements required in order for a VCCN to operate as a reliable network

architecture in various environments.

One necessary improvement is the decentralized management of a VCCN

declarator and VCCN identifiers. VCCN realizes traffic separation between VCCN

slices and a substrate content-centric network by checking if a VCCN declaration

exists. Moreover, as in IP-VPN, VCCN uses label switching based on a VCCN

identifier. Hence, in VCCN, it is necessary that an unauthorized user cannot spec-
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ify a valid VCCN declaration and identifier. Our VCCN implementation solves

this problem by defining a VCCN declaration VCCN_ID as a block phrase and

getting Facebook to manage the VCCN identifiers of all groups. However, this

solution places a lot of management load on Facebook. If the decentralized man-

agement of VCCN identifiers can be realized, VCCN will be more reliable network

architecture. Moreover, if VCCN slices are constructed on a content-centric net-

work composed of multiple autonomous systems, the decentralized management

of VCCN declarators and identifiers must be performed reliably between the au-

tonomous systems.

Another requirement is a lightweight and robust authentication mechanism,

since routers at the edge of a VCCN slice authenticate users and consequently

experience a huge load. On the other hand, countermeasures against the attacks

of a malicious user should be implemented. For instance, a malicious user may at-

tempt a denial-of-service attack on a VCCN slice by repeatedly accessing an edge

router because of the load applied to the router in SNS cooperative user/group

identification. This method may also be used to attack the authentication server

itself. In regard to these attacks, the author will need not only to divide authenti-

cation processes and routing processes between a control plane and a forwarding

plane but also implement a quick and lightweight authentication mechanism in

order to prevent a content-centric network going down.

2.6 Summary

In this chapter, the author has proposed VCCN, which realizes group-based com-

munication through CCN router virtualization. The fundamental idea is to op-

erate a CCN router as multiple instances of VCCN routers, which run logically

independently. Group-based communication is realized by building VCCN slices,

which are composed of multiple VCCN router instances.

The author has implemented VCCN’s basic features by extending the CCNx

software and have conducted a preliminary performance evaluation of our im-

plementation. The evaluation showed that virtualization has both positive and

negative impacts on CCN performance and has the scalability of virtualized CCN
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routers with respect to request rate and the number of VCCN slices. The author

has also discussed open research issues in VCCN network construction based on

knowledge acquired by designing, implementing and evaluating VCCN.
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Chapter 3

Cache Performance Analysis of

Virtualized Router on Virtual

Content-Centric Networks

3.1 Introduction

Virtual content-centric networking (VCCN), which enables the construction of

multiple virtual networks (called VCCN slices) on a content-centric network, has

been recently proposed [34] as the author introduced in Chapter 2. VCCN slices

are constructed by operating a CCN router as multiple, logically independent

VCCN router instances and by logically connecting VCCN router instances that

are not adjacent in the network.

When multiple VCCN slices are constructed, the performance of each VCCN

slice and that of the entire network are strongly affected by the CCN routers’

resource allocation to VCCN router instances in VCCN slices. Several previous

studies have shown clearly that, in CCN, the effectiveness of content caching

depends strongly on the content request pattern experienced by the CS of a CCN

router [12–14]. Hence, the performance of each VCCN slice and that of the entire

network depend strongly on how a CCN router allocates its CS to VCCN router

instances on VCCN slices that have different content request patterns.
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In this chapter, the author analytically investigates the effect of CS allocation

methods and content request patterns in VCCN slices in terms of the network

fairness for VCCN slices and overall network performance. On the assumption

that a network provider provides groups with VCCN slices, the network provider

should equally provide benefit of the resource allocation to the groups but would

simultaneously want to maximize the efficiency of resource utilization. Hence, the

author develops a mathematical model of virtualized CCN router to regulate the

network fairness for VCCN slices and overall network performance, and quanti-

tatively investigates the trade-off among those metrics. The author focuses on

the effects of the content popularity slope and the content request ratio of each

VCCN slice, which are the main features of a content request pattern and which

significantly affect the effectiveness of content caching in particular.

In this chapter, the author focuses on three types of CS allocation methods: an

exclusive method, a shared method and a hybrid method. In the exclusive method,

each VCCN router instance within a CCN router monopolizes a given part of its

CS. In the shared method, all VCCN router instances within a CCN router use its

entire CS jointly. In the hybrid method, several VCCN router instances within a

CCN router are assigned their own parts of its CS and other instances jointly use

the remaining CS. Previous studies of the effects of content caching on content-

centric networks have focused only on the exclusive and shared methods [16–19].

However, when content request patterns are heterogeneous, these two methods can

barely maintain a balance between network fairness for VCCN slices and overall

network performance. Hence, the author conjectured that a hybrid method, which

has the characteristics of both the exclusive and shared approaches, might be

a useful CS allocation method on a content-centric network in which there are

multiple content request patterns in VCCN slices. In this chapter, the author

quantitatively compares a hybrid method with the two existing methods in terms

of the fairness for VCCN slices and the overall network performance.

The main contribution of this chapter is twofold. First, the author develops

a mathematical model of virtualized CCN router for cache performance analysis

under arbitrary content request patterns, and derive the cache hit rate for each
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VCCN router instance and the aggregated cache hit rate of the virtualized CCN

router. Second, through numerical examples, the author quantitatively shows that

in diverse scenarios, the hybrid method can provide desirable trade-offs among the

network fairness for VCCN slices and overall network performance.

The organization of this chapter is as follows. Section 3.2 contains a summary

of related work. In Section 3.3, the author describes CCN router virtualization

and CS allocation to VCCN router instances. In Section 3.4, our model of a

virtualized CCN router which accommodates multiple VCCN router instances

is described and analytical results are derived. In Section 3.5, through several

numerical examples, the author analyzes the effects of CS allocation methods and

content request patterns in VCCN slices on the network fairness for VCCN slices

and the overall network performance. Finally, in Section 3.6, the author gives our

conclusions and indicate the direction of future work.

3.2 Related Work

The effect of content caching on content-centric networks where multiple appli-

cations or services are running has been investigated in [16–19]. Carofiglio et

al. [16,18] have clarified the role of the CS allocation method (an exclusive method)

on the cache hit rate of multiple applications running on content-centric networks

by means of experiments and simulations. Their results show that an exclusive

method can guarantee application performance but it may decrease the overall

performance of the entire network. Fricker et al. [19] have evaluated the cache hit

rate of multiple services running concurrently on a content-centric network using

an approximation proposed by Che et al. [35]. Their results show that allowing a

service with a rapid content popularity slope to monopolize the CS raises the cache

hit ratio rather than increasing the quantity of CS shared between all the services,

when the size of the CS is large. Ohsugi et al. [17] investigated by means of a

simulation the effect of CS allocation in CCN router virtualization (an exclusive

method) in terms of the average content delivery time for an entire content-centric

network on which multiple applications are running. Their results show that ex-

clusive CS allocation in CCN router virtualization increases the average content
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delivery time by about 20% in the worst case and improves network fairness for

applications.

These studies show that while a shared method is preferable for maximizing the

performance of the entire network, an exclusive method is preferable for improving

network fairness for applications or services. However, a hybrid method, which

will strike a balance between performance and fairness, has not yet been described

or quantitatively evaluated.

The effect of a content request pattern in a content-centric network on caching

performance has been investigated in [12, 13]. Rossini et al. [12, 13] evaluated by

means of simulations the dependence of the cache hit rate on several aspects of

network design, such as topology, content size, content popularity, the locality of

user requests and the number of repositories. Their results show that the Zipf

exponent α, representing content popularity, can have a dramatic impact on the

performance of the entire network. However, in those studies, CCN router virtu-

alization was not taken into consideration, and the relation between CS allocation

methods and content request patterns in VCCN slices has not yet been clarified.

3.3 CS Allocation to VCCN Router Instances

In the following, the author describes three types of conceivable methods of al-

locating CS resources to VCCN router instances: an exclusive method, a shared

method and a hybrid method (see Fig. 3.1).

• Exclusive method

Each VCCN router instance monopolizes a given part of the CS of a CCN

router. One advantage of the exclusive method is that the performance of

content caching in a VCCN router instance is independent of that in other

VCCN router instances. On the other hand, a disadvantage is that the

cache miss rate may increase because a VCCN router instance monopolizes

a given part of the CS regardless of the amount of traffic in the VCCN router

instance.

• Shared method
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All VCCN router instances jointly use the entire CS of a CCN router. One

advantage of the shared method is that there is no loss of CS due to splitting

of the CS and the cache hit rate may be increased because all VCCN router

instances use the entire CS. On the other hand, a disadvantage is that a

VCCN router instance with a large amount of traffic may monopolize most

of the CS because each VCCN router instance affects the others within a

given CCN router.

• Hybrid method

Several VCCN router instances within a CCN router are assigned their own

parts of its CS and other instances jointly use the remaining CS. Advantages

of the hybrid method are that CS loss is reduced relative to the exclusive

method and each VCCN router instance has a minimal effect on the others

within a given CCN router. On the other hand, a disadvantage is that the

management of the CS may be more complicated than in either the exclusive

method or the shared method.

Another approach, in which each VCCN router instance monopolizes a small

part of the CS and all the instances jointly use the remaining CS, is also

conceivable as a hybrid method. However, in this approach, each VCCN

router instance needs to be assigned a certain amount of CS. As the number

of VCCN router instances running on a CCN router increases, the required

size of CS also increases. Hence, this hybrid approach is not considered in

this chapter.

3.4 Virtualized CCN Router Model

3.4.1 Model Description and Notation

Our virtualized CCN router model is presented in Fig. 3.2. VCCN slices Sn(1 ≤

n ≤ N) are constructed on a content-centric network, and VCCN router instances

Rn(1 ≤ n ≤ N) corresponding to the VCCN slices operate on a virtualized CCN

router.
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Figure 3.2: The model considered in this chapter.

The author assumes that the request arrival process for content c on VCCN

router instances Rn is Poisson with mean arrival rate λn
c . Thus, neither the content

popularity slope nor the content request ratio for each VCCN slice vary dynami-

cally. G denotes the number of content items requested from all the VCCN router

instances.

The CS of the virtualized CCN router is partitioned into M segments and

segment m(1 ≤ m ≤ M) of size C(m) is jointly used by all VCCN router instances
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belonging to a set Ω(m). The sets Ω(m) satisfy the following relations.

Ω(m) ⊂ {R1, R2, · · · , RN} (3.1)
M⋃

m=1

Ω(m) = {R1, R2, · · · , RN} (3.2)

M∑

m=1

|Ω(m)| = N (3.3)

So a VCCN router instance does not use multiple segments. Each segment employs

a least recently used (LRU) replacement policy.

In our model, each Interest and Data packet has size L in order to simplify

the problem. If Data packets have different sizes, the author can use the methods

of Fricker et al. [36].

Moreover, the author does not consider the aggregation of requests for the

same content on the virtualized CCN router because request aggregation has no

or little impact on the stationary average content delivery time [37]. When a CCN

router receives an Interest packet for content that is already being requested, the

CCN router prevents the dispatch of that Interest packet.

In addition, the author assumes that the processing times for managing the

CS, writing Data packets into the CS and reading Data packets from the CS are

negligible.

3.4.2 Determination of the Cache Hit Rate based on a Markov

Chain Model

First, the author derives the cache hit rate pn for each VCCN router instance

Rn(1 ≤ n ≤ N) and the aggregated cache hit rate p of the virtualized CCN

router based on a Markov chain model. Although it is difficult to derive the

performance of a large-scale content-centric network in this model because of the

huge computational complexity, the state distribution for each successive storage

of content in the CS is acquired. Hence, the author can estimate the size of CS

required to hold a specific amount of content.

Here, the author focuses VCCN router instances Rn ∈ Ω(m) which jointly

use segment m of the CS. The author denotes the state, in which content c on
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Figure 3.3: Markov chain model. The state in which content c on VCCN slice Sn

is placed in the kth segment of the CS is denoted by sc,k(0 ≤ k ≤ C(m)).

VCCN slice Sn is in the kth segment of the CS, by sc,k and the author considers

the Markov chain composed of sc,k(0 ≤ k ≤ C(m)) (see Fig. 3.3). The author

assumes without loss of generality that the new content is written into the top of

the CS segment. Note that the state in which content c on VCCN slice Sn is not

in the CS segment is denoted by sc,0 and transitions to the same state are omitted

in Fig. 3.3.

Let Pc,k and Pc,C(m) be the transition rate from sc,k to sc,k+1 and from sc,C(m)

to sc,0, respectively. Pc,k is given by

Pc,k =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

∑G
i=1 Λ

m
i − Λm

c k = 1
∏k

i=1 Pc,i∏k−1
i=1 Pc,i

2 ≤ k ≤ C(m)
(3.4)

where Λm
c is the request arrival rate of content c at CS segment m which is given

by
∑

Rn∈Ω(m) λ
n
c

k∏

i=1

Pc,i = (k − 1)!
∑

Ξ∈Θk−1
c

∏

Λi
j∈Ξ

Λi
j

×(
G∑

i=1

Λm
i −

∑

Λi
j∈Ξ∪{Λm

c }

Λi
j) (3.5)

where Θk
c is the set composed of request rates for content in segment k, which

satisfies Θk
c ⊂

⋃G
i=1,i ̸=c Λ

m
i and |Θk

c | = k.
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Let πc,k(0 ≤ k ≤ C(m)) be the equilibrium probability of sc,k. Then πc,k is

given by

πc,k =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∏C(m)
i=1 Pc,i

∏C(m)
i=1 (Λm

c +Pc,i)
k = 0

Λm
c

Λm
c +Pc,1

k = 1

Λm
c

∏k−1
i=1 Pc,i∏k

i=1(Λ
m
c +Pc,i)

otherwise

(3.6)

The cache hit rate pnc of content c on VCCN slice Sn can be derived from πc,k.

pnc = 1−
∏C(m)

i=1 Pc,i
∏C(m)

i=1 (Λm
c + Pc,i)

(3.7)

Finally, the cache hit rate pn for each VCCN router instance Rn(1 ≤ n ≤ N)

and the aggregated cache hit rate p of the virtualized CCN router are given by

the following equations.

pn =

∑G
c=1 λ

n
c p

n
c∑G

c=1 λ
n
c

(3.8)

p =

∑N
n=1

∑G
c=1 λ

n
c p

n
c∑N

n=1

∑G
c=1 λ

n
c

(3.9)

3.4.3 Determination of the Hit Rate using an Approximation

Method

The author can derive an approximation to the cache hit rate pn for each VCCN

router instance Rn(1 ≤ n ≤ N) and the aggregated cache hit rate p of the virtu-

alized CCN router from the hierarchical Web caching model [35]. In this approxi-

mation, the network performance of a large-scale content-centric network can also

be derived.

If the size of the cache memory is C, the cache replacement policy is LRU and

the request arrival process for content c is Poisson with mean arrival rate λc, the

cache hit rate of content c is given by

pc ≃ 1− e−λctc (3.10)

where tc is called the characteristic time of content c and is defined as the maximum

inter-arrival time between two adjacent requests for content c without a cache miss
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at the cache [35]. The characteristic time can be calculated by solving

G∑

i=1,i ̸=c

Fi(t < tc) = C (3.11)

where Fc(t < tc) is the cumulative distribution (1 − e−λctc) of the inter-arrival

time for requests for content c at the cache. Without loss of generality, suppose

that the caching of content c occurs at t = 0. Thus, the characteristic time tc is

the time at the CS, whose size is C, will be filled with content other than c. In

addition, (3.10) and (3.11) can be simplified as follows [36].

pc ≃ 1− e−λctC (3.12)

where tC is found by solving

G∑

j=1

(1− e−λjtC ) = C (3.13)

In our model (see Fig. 3.2), the CS of a virtualized CCN router is partitioned

into M segments and each segment runs independently. Hence, the cache hit rate

for each item of content can be obtained by applying the approximation [35] to

each segment.

Thus, the cache hit rate pnc of content c on VCCN slice Sn is given by

pnc ≃ 1− e−Λm
c tmc (3.14)

where tmc can be calculated by solving

G∑

j=1,j ̸=c

(1− e−
∑

Ri∈Ω(m) λ
i
jt

m
j ) = C(m) (3.15)

These equations can also be simplified to

pnc ≃ 1− e−Λm
c tm (3.16)

where tm is found by solving

G∑

j=1

(1− e−
∑

Ri∈Ω(m) λ
i
jt

m

) = C(m) (3.17)
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From the above, the cache hit rate pn of each VCCN router instance Rn(1 ≤

n ≤ N) and the aggregated cache hit rate p of the virtualized CCN router are

obtained:

pn =

∑G
c=1 λ

n
c (1− e−Λm

c tmc )
∑G

c=1 λ
n
c

(3.18)

p =

∑N
n=1

∑G
c=1 λ

n
c (1− e−Λm

c tmc )
∑N

n=1

∑G
c=1 λ

n
c

(3.19)

If (3.12) and (3.13) are used, tmc is replaced with tm.

3.5 Numerical Example

3.5.1 Validation of the Model

First, the author validated our model by comparing the analytic results of our

model with the simulation results. In the determination of the cache hit rate using

the approximation method, the author used (3.16) and (3.17). The network tested

is shown in Fig. 3.4. Three (N = 3) VCCN slices S1, S2 and S3 are constructed

on a content-centric network so that the author can study three CS allocation

methods (i.e., an exclusive method, a shared method and a hybrid method). The

link delay between nodes is 10[ms] irrespective for all slices. In each slice, 10,000

content items (L = 1[Mbyte]) are stored in the repository (i.e., G = 30, 000). Users

generate content requests for each VCCN router instance according to a Poisson

process of intensity λ = 5[req/s]. The distribution of content popularity is Zipf

with parameter αn for VCCN slice Sn. The content request ratios in all VCCN

slices are equal. Here, α1, α2 and α3 are set for 0.5, 0.75 and 1.5, respectively, by

referring to the values of α on existing services [12,19]. Content requests in VCCN

slices do not overlap; this is similar to the situation considered in [16, 19]. The

author considers five CS allocation methods: an exclusive method that assigns an

equal number of CS segments to each VCCN router instance, a shared method

that assigns the entire CS to all VCCN router instances and hybrid methods

(hybrid(Sn(1 ≤ n ≤ 3)) that assign one-third of the CS segments to VCCN router

instance Rn and assign the remaining segments to the others.
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Figure 3.4: Network used for the evaluation.

The cache hit rates of VCCN router instance R1 and the aggregated cache

hit rates of the virtualized CCN router against the size of the CS are shown in

Figs. 3.5 and 3.6. Fig. 3.5 shows the results based on the Markov chain model

and the simulation results for the exclusive method, the shared method and the

hybrid method. In Fig. 3.5, for convenience of computational complexity, G was

set 30. The author confirmed that the tendency of content caching is not very

different by this reduction of the number of contents. Fig. 3.6 shows the results

from the approximate analysis and the simulation results for the exclusive method,

the shared method and the hybrid method.

The differences between the analysis results and the simulation results are

small in terms of both the VCCN slice’s performance and the overall network

performance, with a maximum error less than 2%. The results for the other

VCCN router instances are similar but are omitted to save space. Moreover, it

can be seen from Figs. 3.5 and 3.6 that the approximate analysis is as accurate

as the Markov chain based analysis.

In all the following results, the author converts the cache hit rate into the

average content delivery time so that it is easier to understand the direct impact

on users. The author defines the average content delivery time between the users

and the virtualized CCN router as τ1 and that between the virtualized CCN router
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Figure 3.5: The cache hit rate against the size of CS for the exclusive method, the

shared method and a hybrid method (Markov chain based analysis).

and the repositories as τ2. The average content delivery times τ1 and τ2 include

both a transmission delay and a processing delay. The average content delivery

time D of the entire network is given by

D =

∑N
n=1

∑G
c=1 2λ

n
c (τ1 + τ2(1− pnc ))∑N

n=1

∑G
c=1 λ

n
c

(3.20)

The analytic solutions for the average content delivery timeD of the entire network

are also highly accurate, with a maximum error less than 2%.

3.5.2 Effects of Content Popularity Slopes in VCCN Slices

Second, the author investigated the effects of content popularity slopes in VCCN

slices on fairness and overall network performance. Figure 3.7 shows the average

content delivery time of the entire network and the fairness index [38] for VCCN
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Figure 3.6: The cache hit rate against the size of CS for the exclusive method, the

shared method and a hybrid method (approximate analysis).

slices against the difference of Zipf exponents α between VCCN slices. Specifically,

the figure shows the result of approximate analysis when α1 = 1 − d,α2 = 1 and

α3 = 1 + d for (0 ≤ d ≤ 1).

Jain’s fairness index f(x), which quantitatively measures the equality of user

allocation between users i (1 ≤ i ≤ N), is given by

f(x) =
(
∑n

i=1 xi)
2

n
∑n

i=1 x
2
i

(3.21)

where xi is an allocation metrics received by the ith user [38]. The fairness index is

bounded between 0 and 1. If the fairness index is 1, all users get the same amount

(i.e., xi’s are all equal) and the resource allocation is 100% fair. In contrast,

as the disparity increases, fairness decreases and only a few users are favored.

For instance, if the fairness index is 0.2, the resource allocation is only 20% fair
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Figure 3.7: Average content delivery time and fairness index against the difference

of Zipf exponent α between VCCN slices, for each allocation method.

(i.e., 80% of users are not favored by the resource allocation). In this chapter, i

corresponds to Si and xi corresponds to the cache hit rate pi of each VCCN router

instance Ri. The author regards fairness for VCCN slices as equality between

average content delivery times for VCCN slices. However, if the average content

delivery time is directly used as an allocation metrics, the standard of the fairness

index is raised since 20[ms] is spent independently of however CS is allocated to

VCCN router instances in this scenario. Hence, the author used the cache hit

rate for each VCCN router instance, which ranges from 0 to 1, as an allocation

metrics. Normally, the cache hit rate for each VCCN router instance is not the

metrics directly reflecting the performance of each VCCN slice. However, the

author configures this evaluation scenario so that the cache hit rate for VCCN

routers instance are directly proportional to the average content delivery times for

the VCCN slices. Hence, the fairness index in this scenario indicates how many

slices are unfairly allocated the CS of the virtualized CCN router to in VCCN slice

service from a network provider. In this scenario (N = 3), if the fairness index is

less than 2/3, one of slices becomes certainly unfair and the VCCN slice service

will be critically damaged.

Figure 3.7 shows that the overall network performance hardly depends on CS

allocation methods and that the shared method is preferable for improving fair-
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ness, on a content-centric network in which there are slices with different content

popularity slopes. As the difference between the content popularity slopes in-

creases, the size of the CS that S3 (with high α) requires to achieve a high cache

hit rate decreases and the size of the CS that S1 (with low α) requires increases.

Hence, as the difference between the content popularity slopes increases, an exclu-

sive method cannot keep up with the change of CS size required for each VCCN

router instance and the fairness index is degraded. Since the fairness index for

each allocation method is bounded after d is 0.8, one of slices will not critically

become unfair. However, at the least, this result indicates that when the differ-

ence of α between any slices is 0.4 or more, the simple exclusive method is most

unsuitable in terms of both fairness and overall network performance.

3.5.3 Effects of the Content Request Ratio for each VCCN Slice

Third, the author investigated the effects of content request ratios in VCCN slices

on fairness and overall network performance. Figure 3.8 shows the average con-

tent delivery time for the entire network and the fairness index against the ratio

r(0 ≤ r ≤ 1) of content requests for VCCN slice S1 compared with all requests.

Specifically, the figure shows the results of the approximate analysis when the

content request ratios of VCCN slices S1, S2, S3 are respectively r, (1− r)/2 and

(1− r)/2, and α = 0.75 for all the VCCN slices.

Figure 3.8 shows that, on a content-centric network in which slices have very

different content request ratios, while a shared method is preferable for maximizing

the performance of the entire network, an exclusive method is preferable for im-

proving fairness. This result is consistent with existing studies [16–18]. When the

content request ratio of VCCN slice S1 is higher than that of the other slices (i.e.,

r ≥ 0.4), as r increases, the average content delivery time for the entire network

decreases for the shared method and the fairness index increases for the exclusive

method. Although the fairness index for the shared method is larger than 2/3

at r = 0.9, a shared method will get one of slices unfair when content request

ratio of S1 is more than ten times those of the other slices. On the other hand,

Fig. 3.8 also shows that the hybrid methods (hybrid(S2) and hybrid(S3)), which
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Figure 3.8: Average content delivery time and fairness index against the ratio r of

content requests for VCCN slice S1 compared to all requests for each allocation

method.

assign a part of the CS to slices other than S1, achieve moderate performance in

terms of both metrics. At the least, this result indicates that when the content

request ratio of a specific slice is higher than that of the other slices, a hybrid

method which assigns a part of the CS to a slice with low content request ratio,

is preferable for providing a balance between the two metrics. From the above

results the author concludes that, when content request ratios in VCCN slices are

different, the hybrid method is best suited for providing a balance between fairness

and overall network performance.

3.5.4 Effects of Content Request Patterns in VCCN Slices

Finally, the author investigated the combined effects of content popularity slope

and content request ratio in each VCCN slice on fairness and overall network

performance. Figure 3.9 shows the average content delivery time for the entire

network and the fairness index against content request ratio r(0 ≤ r ≤ 1) for

VCCN slice S1. The figure shows the results of the approximate analysis when

α1, α2 and α3 are 0.5, 0.75 and 1.5, respectively.

Figure 3.9 shows that, on a content-centric network in which there are slices

with widely different content popularity slopes and content request ratios the
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Figure 3.9: Average content delivery time and fairness index against content re-

quest ratio r of VCCN slice S1 for each allocation method when there is a difference

of Zipf exponent α between VCCN slices.

shared method is preferable for maximizing the performance of the entire network,

while a hybrid method (hybrid(S2)) is preferable for improving fairness. As the

content request ratio of S1 (which has low α) increases, the size of the CS required

by R1 is much larger than when only the content request ratio of S1 differs. Hence,

the fairness index for the shared method is degraded due to the occupancy of the

CS by R1, and that for the exclusive method is degraded for the reason given

in Section 3.5.2. Since the fairness index for a shared method steadily decreases

according to r and that for an exclusive method is near 2/3, these methods cannot

maintain the fairness for slices. In this case, in order to improve fairness, R1 and

R3, which require a small CS to achieve a high cache hit rate, should jointly use a

part of CS, and R2 should monopolize the remaining CS. At the least, this result

indicates that when the difference of α between any slices is approximately 1.0

and the content request ratio of a slice with low α is higher than those of the

other slices (i.e., r ≥ 0.4), the hybrid method which assigns a part of CS to a slice

with a low content popularity slope and low content request ratio, is preferable for

improving fairness. From the above results, when both content popularity slopes

and content request ratios in VCCN slices are different, the hybrid method is best

suited for providing a balance between fairness and overall network performance.
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Figure 3.10: Average content delivery time and fairness index against the size of

CS allocated to Rn by hybrid(Sn).

For the hybrid methods, the author also investigated the effect of the size of

the CS assigned to a VCCN slice on fairness and overall network performance. The

author used three CS allocation methods: hybrid(Sn(1 ≤ n ≤ 3)) that assign a CS

segment whose size is V to VCCN router instance Rn and assign the remaining

CS to the others. Figure 3.10 shows the average content delivery time for the

entire network and the fairness index against V . Specifically, the figure shows the

results of the approximate analysis when r, α1, α2 and α3 are 0.9, 0.5, 0.75 and

1.5, respectively.

Figure 3.10 shows that several hybrid methods perform well over a wide range

of V . If V < 2000 on hybrid(S2) or 1000 < V on hybrid(S1), the hybrid meth-

ods achieve higher performance than the exclusive method on both metrics. In

particular, hybrid(S2), which assigns a part of the CS to a slice with low content

popularity slope and low content request ratio, can most efficiently balance both

metrics when the part of the CS allocated to a slice is approximately one third

(in general, 1/N) of the whole CS. From this result, the author anticipates that

even if the method used to allocate the CS to VCCN slices is very simple, a hybrid

method will be effective in terms of both fairness and overall network performance.

Generally speaking, content request patterns in VCCN slices (i.e., the content

popularity slope and content request ratio for each VCCN slice) will be different.
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From the above results, the method for allocating CS resources to VCCN routers

should be selected as follows. When the difference between content request pat-

terns in VCCN slices is large, a hybrid method that assigns a part of the CS to a

slice with low content popularity slope and low content request ratio will provide

a balance between the two metrics. On the other hand, whenever fairness between

VCCN slices is not important for any content request patterns in the VCCN slices,

the shared method will maximize the performance of the entire network.

3.6 Summary

In this chapter, the author has analytically and quantitatively investigated the

effects of CS allocation methods and content request patterns in VCCN slices

on network fairness for VCCN slices and the overall network performance. The

author developed a mathematical model of virtualized CCN router for cache per-

formance analysis under arbitrary content request patterns, and derived the cache

hit rate for each VCCN router instance and the aggregated cache hit rate of the

virtualized CCN router. Furthermore, using several numerical examples, the au-

thor has shown that when content request patterns are heterogeneous, a hybrid

resource allocation method will provide the best balance between fairness and

overall network performance.

In the future the author will extend our model to investigate the effect of

network topology in a network composed of multiple virtualized CCN routers.

The author will also develop a dynamic CS allocation method, which operates

efficiently in a distributed environment in which both the content popularity slope

and the content request ratio of each VCCN slice are dynamically varying.
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Chapter 4

Inferring Relevant Blocks on

Hyperlinked Web Page based

on Block-to-Block Similarity

4.1 Introduction

Since significant effort is spent in collecting information from the Web, improving

the efficiency of Web browsing is one of the most important challenges in enhanc-

ing our daily activities. Many people use the Internet mainly for browsing Web

pages [39]. It has been reported that on average people spend 103 minutes per

day accessing the Internet, whereas they spend just 28 minutes per day reading

newspapers [40].

Lazonder et al. [15] showed that even users experienced at Web browsing spend

almost the same amount of time as novices to locate sought-after information on

specific Web sites (i.e., to browse related Web pages one-by-one simply by following

hyperlinks). Conversely, Lazonder et al. also showed that the experienced users

take on average one-third of the time that novices do to locate Web sites containing

sought-after information using search engines. In Web browsing, both experienced

and novice users must look through all the contents of a destination Web page

to determine whether it contains the sought-after information, resulting in the
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comparable Web browsing performance between them [15]. Therefore, a key factor

in improving the efficiency of Web browsing is rapid determination of whether the

destination Web page contains sought-after information after the user selects a

hyperlink.

Because most hyperlinks on the Web point to a page itself, rather than a part of

the page, users encounter difficulty in rapidly determining whether the Web page

contains relevant information. Although a hyperlink can point to a specific HTML

tag in a destination Web page by means of a fragment identifier appended to a

URL (e.g., #article) [41], the majority of hyperlinks are implemented without

a fragment identifier. Hence, a user selecting a hyperlink must usually search

through the contents of the destination Web page.

To improve the efficiency of Web browsing, several Web content filtering meth-

ods have been proposed for extracting the important parts of Web pages and for re-

moving the unimportant parts (e.g., advertisements and navigation bars) [42–47].

Gupta et al. [42] proposed a Web content filtering method that removes link col-

lections and advertisements from an HTML document represented as a document

object model (DOM) tree [48]. Yi et al. [43] filtered noisy information (e.g., adver-

tisements and navigation bars) from a Web page by utilizing the tendency for noisy

information to be displayed at common locations on many Web pages. Paster-

nack et al. [45] developed a filtering method that extracts important parts from a

Web page by using machine learning (i.e., naive Bayes local classifiers). Moreover,

several publicly available services (e.g., Safari Reader [49], Capti Web Player [50],

etc.) have been provided for extracting important parts (i.e., the article) from a

blog page or a news page based on their Web content filtering methods.

However, many existing methods filter Web content without accounting for the

user context in Web browsing (i.e., which hyperlink was selected on the previous

Web page and what was the context around the selected hyperlink). When brows-

ing the Web, a user generally visits a series of contextually related hyperlinked

Web pages with the aim of finding sought-after information. Hence, the author

believes that utilization of user context is a promising approach to improving the

efficiency of Web browsing.
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Borodin and co-workers have proposed two systems that utilize user context in

Web browsing: CSurf [46] and CMo [47]. When a visually impaired user accesses

a hyperlinked Web page with the aid of a screen reader, CSurf determines the

starting position of the screen reader on the page from the user context. Specif-

ically, CSurf infers the most relevant frame of the destination Web page on the

basis of the similarity between the text on the source page and destination Web

page. In this chapter, frame is defined as “the largest of the consistent frames

on the path from a leaf to the root of a frame tree” [46], which corresponds to

block in CSurf and CMo. CSurf segments the destination Web page into frames

(e.g., header, footer, and side bar), and infers which is the most relevant based

on the similarity between the text around the selected hyperlink and the text in

each frame. Similarly, when a user accesses a Web page on a mobile device with

a small screen (e.g., a PDA or smart phone), CMo utilizes user context to deter-

mine the starting point for rendering the page on the screen. As with CSurf, CMo

determines the most relevant frame of the page.

As compared with CSurf and CMo, the author apply a similar approach to

inferring the relevance of blocks, which are considerably smaller than frames, on

a destination Web page. In [47], the CMo’s authors were also interested in im-

proving usability by using a finer granularity of block size, and allowing a user to

navigate between the blocks in the future. However, they have not been show-

ing the performance of a fine-grained relevant block inference and developing the

context browsing system yet.

In this chapter, with the aim of improving Web browsing efficiency, the author

proposes a method called HypErlink Referring Block estimation (HERB), which

infers the existence and location of all relevant contents on destination Web pages.

HERB segments Web pages into blocks and then utilizes the hyperlink selected

by the user and the context around the hyperlink to infer the blocks relevant

to the hyperlink on the basis of a similarity between blocks. Moreover, through

experiments simulating ordinary Web browsing, the author quantitatively inves-

tigates the effectiveness of HERB in improving browsing. The author designs two

HERB implementations, namely, a Web proxy and Web browser, and discusses
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their advantages and disadvantages.

The main contribution of this chapter, in particular compared with CSurf and

CMo, is that the author has quantitatively shown that HERB realizes a fine-

grained relevant block inference. HERB is significantly based on CSurf and CMo,

but the main difference is the granularity of information chunks to be extracted

in Web browsing. CSurf and CMo tried to determine the starting position of Web

browsing for devices, which cannot show the whole structure of a page to a user in

a destination Web page. Since those devices cannot show the whole structure of a

page to a user, CSurf and CMo determine the starting position of Web browsing

by inferring the most relevant frame (i.e., coarse-grained information chunk, which

probably contains the main content). Hence, CSurf and CMo use a coarse-grained

Web page segmentation method (i.e., Geometric Clustering algorithm). On the

other hand, HERB tries to identify all fine-grained relevant blocks in a destination

Web page irrespective of the capability of Web browsing devices. If a user browses

a Web page using a conventional Web browser, a user would like to locate not

only the most relevant frame but also all relevant blocks. Hence, HERB uses a

finer-grained Web page segmentation method.

In this chapter, the author intentionally uses a simple algorithm for HERB to

infer relevant blocks compared with CSurf and CMo. It is because, as the authors

of CSurf explained in [46], individual contributions of SVM, word-stemming, and

topic detection on the performance have not been understood. The author uses

a simple algorithm for HERB to clearly investigate feasibility and effectiveness

of a fine-grained relevant block inference using a conventional block segmentation

method and common text mining techniques.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, the author

classifies hyperlinks in Web pages in order to clarify the conditions under which

blocks relevant to a hyperlink must be inferred. In Section 4.3, the author explains

the HERB method, and the author shows the experimental results in Section 4.4.

The author then designs two HERB implementations in Section 4.5 and discusses

their advantages and disadvantages. Furthermore, the author gives an overview of

the Web proxy prototype and an example use case. Finally, the author concludes
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Figure 4.1: Taxonomy of hyperlinks.

this chapter and discuss future works in Section 4.6.

4.2 Taxonomy of Hyperlinks

Originally, hyperlinks were designed to relate aWeb page with other Web pages [51].

However, with the advancement of Web technology, hyperlinks are now used for

several purposes—to refer to a part of a Web page, to transmit information from a

user in a query string, and to dynamically generate contents by using JavaScript.

Hence, relevant blocks must be inferred for some hyperlinks, but not others.

Therefore, the author classifies hyperlinks in Web pages in order to clarify

when blocks relevant to a hyperlink must be inferred (Figs. 4.1 and 4.2).

First, the author classifies hyperlinks based on the direction of information

between the user and system: hyperlinks for association, which provide informa-

tion to the user; and hyperlinks for action, which transmit information from the

user. Note that hyperlinks for association and for action are not exclusive. A

hyperlink can simultaneously serve for both association and action. Examples of

hyperlinks for association include links to related content and to blogs or news

articles. Examples of hyperlinks for action include links containing a query string

(e.g., ?q=keyword) [41] and a JavaScript function.

Second, the author classifies hyperlinks into intra-page and inter-page links,
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based on whether the source page and destination page are the same. Inter-page

links point to a destination Web page different from the source Web page (i.e., at a

different URL). Intra-page links point to an HTML tag within the same Web page

by means of a fragment identifier or anchor name. Intra-page links are often used

for in-page navigation; following an intra-page link avoids cumbersome scrolling

in the browser when the Web page is lengthy.

Third, the author classifies inter-page links into intra-cluster and inter-cluster

links according to the credentials of the source and destination Web pages. The

author defines a cluster of Web pages as a set of pages whose credentials are

identical. For instance, Web pages owned, written, published, or copyrighted by

the same entity can be treated as a cluster. Thus, intra-cluster links point to a

Web page that has the same credentials. Navigation links (e.g., “next page” and

“previous page” links) are examples of intra-cluster links used to navigate through

a set of Web pages authored by the same entity. In contrast, inter-cluster links

point to Web pages whose credentials are different from those of the source Web

page.

Under this classification scheme, hyperlinks for which relevant blocks may

need to be inferred in Web browsing are for association, inter-page, and inter-

cluster links. Since hyperlinks for action transmit information to the system, they

do not usually require identification of relevant blocks. Furthermore, intra-page

links are used to navigate within a single Web page, and also are not typically
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required to infer relevant blocks. For intra-page and intra-cluster hyperlinks, a

user should be able to easily locate necessary information, because Web pages

with the same credentials generally have high similarity in design or layout. As

a result, the author assumes that for association, inter-page, and inter-cluster

hyperlinks require the identification of relevant blocks during Web browsing.

4.3 HypErlink Referring Block estimation (HERB)

4.3.1 Overview

HERB infers blocks relevant to a hyperlink by utilizing the user context in Web

browsing, in particular, the text around the selected hyperlink on the source Web

page.

The main capabilities of HERB are (1) Web page segmentation, (2) feature

terms extraction from each block, and (3) block-to-block similarity calculation

(Fig. 4.3).

First, HERB segments the source and destination Web pages into blocks based

on their structural and functional organization. To do so, HERB employs an

existing Web page segmentation method.

HERB then extracts feature terms from the text in each block, and builds a

feature vector composed of each term’s weight based on its frequency in a block

and a corpus. Explicitly, HERB calculates the term frequency-inverse document

frequency (TF-IDF) [52] of each term and assigns these values as the weight ele-

ments of the feature vector.

Finally, HERB measures the similarity between the block containing the se-

lected hyperlink and each block in the destination Web page by calculating the

cosine similarity (i.e., the dot product) [53] between the feature vectors of the

blocks. HERB infers that blocks with high block-to-block similarity are relevant.

4.3.2 Web Page Segmentation

HERB segments source and destination Web pages into blocks by using an exist-

ing Web page segmentation method. A block is a portion of the Web page and is
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Figure 4.3: Overview of HERB.

obtained by segmenting the page based on its structural and functional organiza-

tion. Let c1, . . . , cN be elements (HTML tags or text) in the HTML document of

a Web page P , and let Bk = {ci, . . . , cj |1 ≤ i, j ≤ N} (1 ≤ k ≤ M) be the blocks

obtained by segmenting P .

HERB can use any existing Web page segmentation method in order to achieve

block segmentation [54–62]. For instance, Yu et al. [54, 55] proposed Web page

segmentation based not only on the structure of an HTML document but also

on spatial and visual cues (e.g., margin, font size, and background color). Lee et

al. [56] developed a method called PARCELS that segments a Web page into blocks

based on the structural blocks of HTML documents and classifies these elements

(e.g., as advertisements, headlines, and navigation elements). Baluja [57] proposed
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a 3 × 3 Web page segmentation method, in which blocks are associated with the

numeric keypad on a mobile telephone. For mobile terminals, Hattori et al. [58]

created a Web page segmentation method robust to common HTML syntax errors.

4.3.3 Feature Term Extraction from Each Block

HERB extracts feature terms from the text in block Bs containing the selected

hyperlink, and blocks Bd
k(1 ≤ k ≤ M) in the destination Web page. HERB then

generates feature vectors corresponding to each of these blocks according to the

frequency of each term.

HERB removes all HTML tags from block B = {ci, . . . , cj} and obtains a

unique set of terms from the text in B. When text in the HTML document is

separated by whitespace (e.g., as in English text), HERB divides the text into

terms at whitespaces. If the text is not separated by whitespace (e.g., as in

Japanese text), HERB performs a morphological analysis to extract terms. In

this chapter, the author simply uses all terms as feature terms.

HERB builds feature vector vB whose elements are the TF-IDF weights [52] of

terms ti (1 ≤ i ≤ L) in B. Given ti contained in corpus D for calculating TF-IDF

weights, vB is

vB = (TF (ti, B) IDF (ti)) . (4.1)

Here TF (ti, B) is the frequency of ti in B (i.e., the term frequency) [63] and is

defined as

TF (ti, B) =
ni,B∑L
j=1 nj,B

, (4.2)

where ni,B is the number of times ti appears in B. Moreover, IDF (ti) is the inverse

document frequency of ti in D [63],

IDF (ti) = log
1 + |D|
|Dti |

, (4.3)

where |D| is the number of documents contained in D, and |Dti | is the number of

documents that contain ti in D.
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4.3.4 Block-to-block Similarity Calculation

HERB measures the block-to-block similarity between Bs and Bd
k(1 ≤ k ≤ M) by

calculating the cosine similarity [53] between the blocks, which has been widely

used in the field of information retrieval (IR). The cosine similarity S(Bi, Bj)

between Bi and Bj is defined as

S(Bi, Bj) =
vBi · vBj

|vBi | |vBj |
. (4.4)

HERB thus infers Bd
k as a relevant block if S(Bs, Bd

k) is high.

4.4 Experiments

4.4.1 Experimental Methods

The author quantitatively investigates the effectiveness of HERB by comparing

the subjective judgment of human assessors with the inference results of HERB.

To the best of our knowledge, it has not been investigated how accurately and

comprehensively blocks relevant with respect to the context around a hyperlink

can be extracted from the destination Web page by the similarity between blocks.

On the basis of the widely used evaluation methodology for Web search systems

in the Text REtrieval Conference (TREC) Web Track Guidelines [64], the au-

thor analyzed the correspondence between relevance scores subjectively given by

assessors and the similarity scores assigned by HERB.

To examine the fundamental characteristics of HERB, the author used a simple

threshold-based algorithm for Web page segmentation. Specifically, the algorithm

translates the HTML document of a Web page into a DOM tree [48], and splits

this tree into non-overlapping subtrees such that the text length of subtree, L, lies

between two parameters for controlling the size of blocks, Tmin and Tmax. Here, the

text is a string interleaved with block elements, such as p, div, and table tags [65].

With existing Web page segmentation methods such as PARCLES [56], the mean

and distribution of the block size vary according to the parameter settings and the

structure of the Web page; however, our simple algorithm can control the block
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size, which significantly simplifies the HERB experiments. In all experiments,

Tmin = 200 [character] and Tmax = 400 [character] are used.

The author used 661 block pairs created from 32 Japanese Web pages randomly

extracted from popular entries on a social bookmarking service between December

16, 2010 and January 13, 2011 [66]. These 32 pages were used as source Web pages,

and one hyperlink contained in each source page was randomly selected to obtain

the destination Web pages. To avoid using meaningless hyperlinks, the author

excluded hyperlinks other than for-association, inter-page, and inter-cluster links

(see Section 4.2). Specifically, a hyperlink is identified as for-association if the

URL of the hyperlink refers to an HTML file and does not include a query string.

A hyperlink is identified as inter-page if the URL of the hyperlink is different from

that of the source Web page. A hyperlink is identified as inter-cluster if the host

name of the hyperlink is different from that of the source Web page and the file

path of the hyperlink is not a default file path. In addition, hyperlinks that refer

to Web pages with less than 10 blocks were excluded because they are too short

to infer relevant blocks.

The author also extracted all Web pages (9,313) from popular entries during

the period December 15, 2009, to December 15, 2010, on the same social book-

marking service [66]. These pages were used as the corpus D (see Section 4.3.3)

for calculating TF-IDF weights. Specifically, for each Web page contained in D,

the author divided text interleaved with body tags into terms by using a Japanese

morphological analyzer, MeCab [67]. The author thus utilized both the terms and

the number of Web pages that contain each term in D.

Five graduate students in our laboratory individually labeled every block in

each destination Web page with a binary value based on the block’s relevance.

Blocks judged as relevant to the context around the hyperlink in the source Web

page were labeled 1, while the rest were labeled 0. In what follows, the author

uses the relevance score, the total of the five scores as labeled by the assessors.

Hence, each relevance score is an integer from 0 to 5. The five assessors were also

requested to choose the most relevant block in the destination Web pages.

The numbers of blocks with relevance scores of 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 were 204,
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105, 71, 100, 91, and 90, respectively. Moreover, among 661 block pairs, 78 blocks

were judged as being the most relevant by at least one of the assessors.

4.4.2 Results: Evaluation using Relevance Scores

First, the author performs an analysis based on the relevance scores. The relation

between relevance scores and block-to-block similarity scores assigned by HERB

is shown in Fig. 4.4. Each histogram shows the distribution of block-to-block

similarity scores for the set of blocks with the same relevance score, and indicates

that a high block-to-block similarity was given to blocks that were subjectively

judged as being relevant. Note that hardly any blocks with high relevance scores of

4 or 5 have low block-to-block similarity assigned by HERB. In other words, HERB

has a low false negative ratio; a high block-to-block similarity may be incorrectly

assigned to irrelevant blocks, but a low block-to-block similarity is unlikely to be

given to a relevant block. In IR, realizing a low false negative ratio is vital [68]

for exhaustive searches. Hence, these results indicate the effectiveness of HERB

at least for exhaustive Web searches.

Box plots highlighting the relation between relevance scores and block-to-block

similarity scores are shown in Fig. 4.5. Boxes indicate the value ranges between

the first quartile (25th percentile) and third quartile (75th percentile), where the

line within each box denotes the median value (50th percentile). Furthermore, the

ends of the whiskers show the lowest value within the 1.5 interquartile range [69]

(IQR) of the first quartile and the highest value within the 1.5 IQR of the third

quartile. The dotted line in the figure is a regression line, and the correlation

coefficient between relevance scores and block-to-block similarity scores is 0.39

(R2 = 0.16). Hence, a moderate correlation exists between the relevance score

and block-to-block similarity.

The author now investigates how accurately relevant information can be ex-

tracted from the destination Web page by using a block-to-block similarity thresh-

old. Recall that block-to-block similarity scores assigned by HERB range between

0 and 1. If a large threshold is used, extracted blocks will have a high probability

of being relevant, but many other relevant blocks might not be extracted. In con-
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Figure 4.4: Histograms showing the distribution of block-to-block similarity scores

assigned by HERB for sets of blocks with the same relevance score.

trast, if a small threshold is used, most relevant blocks will be extracted, but many

non-relevant blocks might also be extracted. The author therefore determines the

precision [63] and recall [63] of block extraction for a given block-to-block similar-

ity threshold Th. Here, precision and recall respectively measure how accurately

and how comprehensively relevant blocks are extracted from the destination Web

page.

Precision and recall values for different Th values are shown in Figs. 4.6(a)

and 4.6(b), respectively. The plots contain five lines, each corresponding to a

value r such that when blocks have relevant scores greater than or equal to r they
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Figure 4.5: Box plots showing the relation between relevance scores and block-

to-block similarity scores assigned by HERB. The dotted line is the regression

line.

are considered to be relevant. The author also measured the maximum F-measure,

which is the maximum of harmonic means of precision and recall, with varying

threshold Th for extracting blocks with relevance scores greater than or equal to

r. Maximum F-measures for r = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 were 0.81, 0.77, 0.69, 0.62 and 0.33,

respectively.

For instance, Fig. 4.6(a) indicates that 65% of blocks extracted at Th ≥ 0.03 are

relevant (i.e., they have a relevance score greater than or equal to 3). Furthermore,

Fig. 4.6(b) shows that, in this case, 70% of the relevant blocks in the destination

Web page are extracted.

With 266 (approximately 43%) of all blocks having relevance scores greater

than or equal to 3, if p% of all blocks are extracted randomly from a destination

Web page, the precision will be approximately 43% and the recall will be approx-

imately p%. For instance, with Th = 0.03, the precision (65%) is approximately

1.5-fold of that using random extraction (i.e., 43%) when the same number of

blocks with HERB are randomly extracted, and the recall (70%) is approximately

1.8-fold of that with the random extraction (i.e., 40%). These precision and re-

call are as high or higher than those of existing method on block-based Web
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Figure 4.6: Precision and recall for a given Th. Precision and recall measure

how accurately and comprehensively relevant blocks can be extracted from the

destination Web page, respectively. Lines in the plots correspond to cases where

blocks with relevance scores greater than or equal to r are considered relevant.

search [54, 70, 71]. Hence, these results indicate that inference of relevant blocks

by HERB will assist a user to search through relevant contents of destination Web

pages.

However, choosing an appropriate value of Th is important for extracting blocks

by means of HERB. Since precision and recall have a trade-off relation, the author

must take account of this balance when determining the optimal block-to-block

similarity threshold. Figures 4.6(a) and 4.6(b) suggest that Th should be set

between 10−3 and 10−1; however, establishing the optimal value of Th, which will

be dependent on factors such as characteristics of the target Web page and the

employed Web page segmentation algorithm, is beyond the scope of this chapter.
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4.4.3 Results: Evaluation using Importance Scores

Next, the author performs an analysis based on importance score, which is the

aggregate scores of the five assessors subjectively judging whether blocks on the

destination Web pages are the most important with respect to the context of the

source Web pages.

The author thus investigates the relation between the most relevant block and

the block-to-block similarity scores assigned by HERB. Let I be the set of blocks

that are judged to be the most relevant by any of the assessors, and let I be the

complementary set of I. By this definition, there are one or more most relevant

blocks for a given hyperlink. The histograms in Fig. 4.7 show the distributions of

the block-to-block similarity scores assigned by HERB for I and I. In the figure,

the first, second, and third quartiles are denoted by dashed lines.

The results show that block-to-block similarity scores given to blocks in I

are higher than similarity scores given to blocks in I. Note that many blocks

with block-to-block similarity scores equal to 0 are included in I. The median

of I is more than 10-fold that of I, indicating that a block with high block-to-

block similarity is judged most relevant with a high probability. Hence, when a

user preferentially browses blocks with high block-to-block similarity, the author

considers that the user can locate sought after information in a short time.

Finally, the author investigates how accurately the most relevant blocks, as

judged by any of the assessors, are extracted from the destination Web page

by using Th. In this chapter, since there are one or more most relevant blocks

for a given hyperlink, the performance of HERB can be measured by precision

and recall. Precision and recall values for different Th are given in Figs. 4.8(a)

and 4.8(b), respectively. The maximum F-measure when varying threshold Th was

0.47.

Figure 4.8(a) indicates that if blocks with Th ≥ 0.03 are extracted, 30% of

those blocks are deemed the most relevant (i.e., they have an importance score

greater than or equal to 1). In contrast, Fig. 4.8(b) shows that, in this case, 80%

of the most relevant blocks in the destination Web page are extracted.

The number blocks judged as the most relevant by any of assessors was 78,
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Figure 4.7: Histogram showing the distribution of block-to-block similarity scores

assigned by HERB for I and I.

which is approximately 12% of total number of blocks. Hence, similar to Sec-

tion 4.4.2, if p% of blocks are extracted randomly from a destination Web page,

the precision of the blocks is approximately 12 % and the recall is approximately

p%. For instance, with Th = 0.03, the precision (30%) is approximately 1.5-fold

of that using random extraction (i.e., 12%) when the same number of blocks with

HERB are randomly extracted, and the recall (80%) is approximately 1.8-fold of

that with the random extraction (i.e., 40%). These results indicate that HERB

is valuable for inferring relevant blocks by extracting most relevant information

with respect to the context of a source Web page.

4.5 Design and Implementation

In this section, the author outlines two HERB implementations, namely, a Web

proxy and a Web browser, and discuss their advantages and disadvantages. Fur-

thermore, the author shows an example use case for the implemented Web proxy

prototype.
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Figure 4.8: Precision, recall of the most important information for a given Th.

4.5.1 Design of HERB-enabled Web proxy

Inferring relevant blocks by using HERB and presenting the results to a user can

be realized by means of a HERB-enabled Web proxy (Fig. 4.9).

The HERB-enabled Web proxy typically fetches the source and destination

Web pages based on the Host field (the URL of the destination Web page) and

the Referer field (the URL of the source Web page) of an HTTP request [72].

Otherwise, the Web proxy serves the pages from its cache. The Web proxy then

infers relevant blocks from these pages by means of HERB.

The HERB-enabled Web proxy transmits the content of a URL in response

to an HTTP request and simultaneously presents the inferred results to the user

by embedding layout and style information in the content. For example, the Web

proxy can highlight relevant blocks by modifying the HTML document of the

destination Web page [73], for example, embedding presentation elements (b tag,

strong tag, etc.), calling a style sheet (style tag) [74], or using a ruled line (hr
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Figure 4.9: HERB-enabled Web proxy.

tag).

Advantages of using the HERB-enabled Web proxy are that the user is not

required to install any software, and that the Web proxy is independent of the

user environment (e.g., the Web browser and the computer processing speed).

The primary disadvantage is lack of scalability; when many users access Web

pages through the Web proxy, the load on the proxy increases, and can result in

large processing delays.

4.5.2 Design of HERB-enabled Web browser

Inferring relevant blocks using HERB and presenting the results to a user can also

be realized by means of a HERB-enabled Web browser (Fig. 4.10).

When a user follows a hyperlink, the Web browser saves the source Web page

to memory, and the destination Web page is concurrently downloaded and also

saved to memory. Similar to the HERB-enabled Web proxy, the Web browser then
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infers relevant blocks from these pages by means of HERB.

Next, the Web browser renders the destination Web page and presents the

relevant blocks to the user. For instance, relevant blocks inferred by HERB can

be presented by embedding layout information in the HTML document of a des-

tination Web page, by changing the associated style sheet [74] , or by displaying

a figure or symbol indicating the relevant blocks.

Implementation of the HERB-enabled Web browser can be achieved either by

modifying the browser itself or by implementing a browser plug-in.

Advantages of the HERB-enabled Web browser are that HERB parameters

and the presentation method for relevant blocks can be independently set up by

each user, and that processing delays are minimized because inference of relevant

blocks and rendering of the destination Web page can be processed in parallel. A

disadvantage is that users must install software suited to their computing envi-

ronment.
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4.5.3 Implementation of HERB-enabled Web proxy

An example use case of the implemented Web proxy prototype is now presented.

Our Web proxy prototype assists a user to search through relevant contents of

destination Web pages by highlighting relevant blocks according to block-to-block

similarity measures and displaying the text in the three blocks with the highest

similarity and the intra-page links to those blocks (Fig. 4.11).

Our Web proxy prototype was implemented in Python using the event-drive

networking framework Twisted [75]. The system infers relevant blocks, and presents

them to a user through the mechanism described in Section 4.5.1 (Fig. 4.11). To

segment the Web page into blocks, the author employed both the simple threshold-

based segmentation method explained in the previous section (Section 4.4.1) and

PARCELS [56].

Presentation of relevant blocks inferred by HERB was accomplished by em-

bedding layout information in the HTML document. Specifically, the prototype

enclosed each block obtained by Web page segmentation within block tags, giv-

ing these tags one of N class attributes based on the similarity scores assigned by

HERB. Furthermore, by adding a style tag in the header of the HTML docu-

ment, the prototype called a style sheet specifying a background color attribute

(background-color) for each class attribute of the block tags. In this way, the

background of each block presented to the user is one of N colors based on the

similarity scores.

The author evaluated the processing delay between receiving an HTTP request

and finishing transmission of the HTML document to the user when applying our

prototype system to source and destination Web pages extracted from popular

entries on a social bookmarking service (see Section 4.4.1). The results are shown

in Fig. 4.12. Here, HERB was implemented in Python 2.6.1 and Twisted 10.1.0

and executed on a PC running Mac OS X 10.6.7 (Darwin 10.7.0) with a 2.5 GHz

Core 2 Duo processor and 4 GB of memory. The figure shows the relation between

the HTML document size of the destination Web page and the processing delay

of the system when using the simple threshold-based segmentation algorithm.

The average processing delay of this system was approximately 1.0 s or less in all
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Figure 4.11: An example of using the HERB-enabled Web proxy. When a user

selects a hyperlink on the source Web page, a destination Web page is served in

which layout and style information is embedded for highlighting relevant blocks

according to the similarity measures. Moreover, the text in the three blocks with

the highest similarity to the block containing the selected hyperlink are displayed

with intra-page links in order to facilitate in-page navigation.

cases. Therefore, although our prototype system is implemented in the interpreted

language Python, the system still achieves sufficiently low processing delay.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter, the author aimed to improve Web browsing efficiency, by proposing

the HERB method, which utilizes user context in order to infer the blocks rele-

vant to a hyperlink. By classifying the hyperlinks in Web pages, the author was

able to clarify the conditions under which the relevant blocks should be inferred.

The author quantitatively evaluated the effectiveness of HERB through experi-
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Figure 4.12: Processing delay distribution of HERB-enabled Web Proxy.

ments simulating ordinary Web browsing. Our experiments showed that HERB

can infer blocks relevant to a hyperlink with approximately 65% precision and 70%

recall, as well as infer the most relevant blocks in a page with approximately 30%

precision and 80% recall. Furthermore, the author designed two HERB implemen-

tations, namely, a Web proxy and a Web browser, and the author discussed their

advantages and disadvantages and also presented an overview of the Web proxy

prototype and an example use case.

This chapter has demonstrated the feasibility and effectiveness of a fine-grained

relevant block inference using a combination of Web page segmentation and text

mining techniques (i.e., TF-IDF score and a cosine similarity measure). The pri-

mary objective of this chapter was to show that user context in Web browsing

is helpful in identifying the relevant parts of a destination Web page, leading

to significant improvement in Web browsing efficiency. However, several issues

remain to be addressed in order to make HERB highly accurate, general, and

versatile. For instance, it is important to develop to a superior block-to-block

similarity measure, which is used various advanced natural language processing

and machine learning techniques (e.g., text-formatting, Support Vector Machine

and etc. [76]), than the simple combination of the TF-IDF score and cosine sim-

ilarity measure which is currently used in HERB. As discussed in Section 4.4.1,
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an arbitrary Web page segmentation method can be used in HERB, but the per-

formance of HERB with different segmentation methods should be quantitatively

evaluated. In addition, experiments of broader scope should be carried out using

datasets composed of different types of Web pages.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

In this thesis, the author has attempted to establish virtual content-centric net-

working (VCCN) that realizes efficient and secure content retrieval and distribu-

tion on a content-centric network.

In the first part of this thesis (Chapter 2), the author has proposed VCCN,

which realizes group-based communication in CCN. Specifically, group-based com-

munication in CCN allows consumers to retrieve content only from authorized

distributors and allows distributors to distribute content only to authorized con-

sumers. The fundamental idea of VCCN is to operate a CCN router as multiple

logically independent instances of VCCN routers. Group-based communication is

realized by building VCCN slices, which are composed of multiple VCCN router

instances. The author has implemented VCCN’s basic features by extending the

CCNx software and has conducted a preliminary performance evaluation of our

implementation. Through a preliminary performance evaluation of the VCCN im-

plementation, the author has showed that introduction of VCCN has both positive

and negative impacts on CCN performance and that CCN router virtualization

in VCCN incurs a little overhead to CCN in terms of the content delivery time.

The author has also discussed open research issues in VCCN network construction

based on knowledge acquired by designing, implementing and evaluating VCCN.

In the second part of this thesis, the author has tackled two issues on effi-

ciency that result from introduction of VCCN in terms of content retrieval and
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distribution.

First, in Chapter 3, the author analytically and quantitatively has investi-

gated a trade-off among the network fairness for VCCN slices and overall network

performance. Specifically, the author has investigated what resource allocation

method provides the best balance between the network fairness for VCCN slices

and overall network performance in three CS allocation methods (i.e., an exclu-

sive method, a shared method and a hybrid method). The author has developed

a mathematical model of virtualized CCN router for cache performance analysis

under arbitrary content request patterns, and has derived the cache hit rate for

each VCCN router instance and the aggregated cache hit rate of the virtualized

CCN router. Using several numerical examples, the author has shown that when

content request patterns are heterogeneous, a hybrid resource allocation method

will provide the best balance between fairness and overall network performance.

Second, in Chapter 4, the author has proposed an application-level approach

to improve the efficiency of Web browsing in order to further improve the efficiency

of content retrieval in VCCN. The approach called HypErlink Referring Block es-

timation (HERB) segments Web pages into blocks and infers the existence and

location of all relevant content on hyperlinked Web pages based on a block-to-block

similarity. Through experiments simulating ordinary Web browsing, the effective-

ness of HERB has been quantitatively investigated. The experiment results have

showed that HERB can infer blocks relevant to a hyperlink with approximately

65% precision and 70% recall. These precision and recall are as high or higher than

those of existing methods on a block-based Web search. Hence, the experiment

results indicate that inference of relevant blocks by HERB will assist a user to

search through relevant content of destination Web pages. Furthermore, the two

HERB-enabled implementations, namely, a Web proxy and Web browser, have

been also designed.

This thesis has presented a general and practical network architecture for real-

izing group-based communication on a content-centric network. However, several

issues remain to be addressed in order to make VCCN reliable and flexible in

the future. As one of issues, who names and manages VCCN identifiers and how
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such tasks should be done should be considered. In addition, where VCCN router

instances should be created or removed when a group is changed should also be

considered.
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